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UGBC Asks Commuters to Support Small Car Parking
by Christine Tetreault

On October 23 the new small car
parking lot located between the
Snake 'n Apple and the RecPlex
will open to commuters on a
volunteer basis. UGBC Executive
Vice President Paul Deninger told
The Heights that the success of the

program depends on the small car
drivers.
"Everyone's aware that there's a
parking problem. Up until now it's
been left up to the administration.
Now the student government is
doing something about it. If the
small car driver works with us and

works for the common good, this
thing will succeed. Without his
cooperation, we're out of luck,"
Denninger commented.
According to Deninger what most
commuters do not realize is that by
displacing cars to the mod lot, there
will be more room for large cars in
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other parking areas.
Deninger
described a small car as "anything
from a Duster on down. If you can
fit between the two lines, you're
welcome to park there."
The new lot design will increase
available parking in the mod lot
from 350 to 600 spaces, approximately 67.5 percent. In addition to
smaller parking spaces, fire
lanes have been cut by three feet
with the approval of Fire Marshall
Russell Kelly and the Newton Fire
Department.
Parking space at BC is currently
designed for high traffic areas which
Deninger sees as "unnecessary."
"Commuters are here for hours at a
time. Residents are here overnight.
High traffic design calls for an area
where doors can be opened all the
way or even room for a shopping
cart. We don't need all of that
space," Deninger commented.
According to Deninger the $700
cost to implement the "Operation
Jumbo-Shrimp" will be absorbedby
the office of James J. Daley, director of safety, security and telecom-

VP Says University Against Divestment

by Nate

Holt

Bostoni College.,is.jPgposed to any

program, of divestment from corporations with holdings in South
Africa, according to Vice President
and Treasurer Thomas J. Fleming,
S.J. Fleming expressed the "conviction" that withdrawal of American
investment would be a "great mistake."
Asked if he or any other
administrator had reviewed BC's
investments to determine their
social effects in South Africa, Fleming said, "Not particularly. There's
been no occasion for it." Saying
that only 100 of 2500 American
universities have reconsidered their
South African investments, Fleming
called the issue "not a matter of
major moment."
Boston College's policy of not
voting for stockholderresolutions such as those seeking to change corporate policy in South Africa has
not changed, according to Fleming.
"There's not a great deal to be
achieved by making waves," he
commented.
A groupof about 50 BC graduate
and undergraduatestudents recently
formed the South African Liberation Support Group. The group, a
little more than a month old, has
not released a formal position, but
had indicated support for both
withdrawal of foreign investments
from South Africa and divestment
from corporations that choose to
remain there. The Heights has also
editorializedin favor of divestment.
There have been no discussions
within the university on the subject
of South African investments,
according to Fleming. BC does not
subscribe to any service which
analyzes the social costs of corporate behavior. The vice president
said he keeps abreast of the South
African situation through news
accounts, most of which "come out
of national educationaljournals."
"My personal feeling is that a
program of divestment or
withdrawalcould very well do more
harm than staying and pursuing the

Sullivan Principles of operation,"
said Fleming. The Sullivan Principles, drafted by the Rev. Leon
Sullivan, a black minister on GM's
board of directors, call for uniform
facilities for all South African
employees, encouragement of

collective bargaining, active recruitment of black and colored
employees into higher-paying positions, work" towards improving the
living conditions of black and
colored employees and disclosureof
corporate activities in South Africa.

Registration

In several cases the principles conflict with official South African
pol;cy.
Despite the principles, most black
political leaders in South Africa and
several activist groups in the United
continued on page 16

munications. Director of Physical
Plant Fred Pennino and an architect
drew up the plans for the parking lot
over the summer at no charge to
UGBC. Deninger told The Heights,
"In addition to relining the lot, costs
are minimal. Daley and Pennino
have been extremely cooperative."
After the spaces are refined
a dotted line will be placed outside
of the fire lanes. Should the small
car plan fail, the dotted lines can be
connected allowing commuters to
park wherever they can within the
boundaries. Deninger commented,
"even if that does happen, it will still
increase parking by about 50 spaces.
Nothing substantial, but then, we
don't plan to fail."
Deninger described the small car
lot as an interim plan to alleviatethe
parking problem in the short run.
"We will lose spaces when construction begins in the spring. We realize
that. What students don't realize is
that there is a pretty good parking
situation here as it is. At the University of Maryland people have to
take buses from their cars to
campus, their tickets are twice the
rate and a lot of the parking spots
are metered."
Deninger also views the small car
parking lot as a means of alleviating
winter parking problems. "According to Daly we normally lose
from 10 to 20 percent of our parking
spaces with snow removal. If
properly used the new lot could
make for a better winter."

A Comparative Study...and Future Options
completing his selection of courses.
Hilaael
In response to student complaints The course card must be approved
concerning Boston College's by the student's advisor before it
registration procedure, The Heights can be confirmed.
contacted several universities in the
At Boston University there are
Boston area and found most two basic registration procedures.
procedures similar to BC's, with the All returning students register early
exception of faculty advisement and
on campus and new studentsreceive
their registration forms through the
drop] add fees.
At Northeastern University all
mail before school begins. All stuco-op students pre-register for their dents confirm registration within
required courses during the the first week of classes. Boston
summer, and in the fall, meet with
University Registrar John Williams
an advisor before choosing their stated that although November and
electives.
April pre-registration takes place
At Pine Manor College, for the spring and fall of the following year, priority is given for courses
all sophomores and juniors preregister for courses before the end of according to class rank.
the academic year. When the
The drop|add period was run
freshmen and upperclassmen arrive much the same at most schools. At
in the fall, they are given a Boston University, students who
preliminary class list and a wish to add a course must have the
previously processed computerized signature of the particular faculty
schedule. Each student then selects member and the department. No
his remaining courses from the class signature is required to drop a
list and must secure the signature of course.
each faculty member teaching the
At Tufts a student needs the
courses.
signature of only the faculty
At Tufts University and Graham member to add a course. To drop a
Junior College there is no precourse, the student merely does not
registration for freshmen. At Tufts turn in the class entry card for that
all students select their courses and particular course.
At Northeastern the student must
pick-up registration form cards
from each department in the fall. get the signature of the instructor
Students receive class entry cards and the dean of his particular school
for their desired courses which they in order to drop a course.
bring to their instructors at the first
Boston University was the only
class.
school among those surveyed that
At Grahm Jr. College returning also imposed a penalty for late
students are given computer cards registration. The fee is $25 for full
with their tentative courses. All stutime students and $5 for part time
dents register in alphabetical order, students anytime after the first week
each picking up course cards and of classes.
by Dawn R.

by Karen Donahue

In an interview with The Heights,
University Registrar William T.
Griffith discussed possible alternatives to Boston College's present
system of registration, and the difficulties presented by each. Some of
the problems touched upon were the
lack of a central location for
drop)add and the long lines in each
department.
One remedy to the inefficiency of
Boston Collge's registration process
is to conduct it solely through the
use of computers. Griffith pointed
out that there are both technical and
economic impediments to the
implementationof such a system. It
would require thirty-six terminals,
for which there is a six month wait.
In addition there is the expense of
rental and installation of cables.
In an interview with The Heights,
UGBC President Larry Byron
stated that course selection by computer would also cause students to
lose personal control over their
schedules. With the present
drop|add procedure, students have
the option of making sure they get
to a department early enough to get
the course they want.
A common complaint among students is the inconvenience and inefficiency caused by the fact that
drop|add is held in individual
departments. According to Griffith,
the major difficulties in securing a
central location for drop|add are
funding and location and sufficient
personnel to enable it to continue
for the ten day period we now have.
One possibility Griffith presented

is to have drop| add in a central location with the use of terminals for a
shorter period of time. After this
one or two day period, drop|add
would continue in the individual
departments as it does now. The
computer system which would be
employed is called "on-line" or
"real time" registration. Terminals
are located in each department so
that students can put information
into the terminal when they drop a
course, enabling students in other
departments to know about course
onenings immediately.

Griffith told The Heights that it
would be at least two years before
"on-line" registration could go into
effect since even after agreement on
its use is reached, there is the wait
for terminals and the time it takes to
program them. Presently, cables are
being installed for terminals in the
Sports Complex, and Griffith projects that they will be ready to use
for confirmation of registration in
January. Next September Griffith
hopes to use the terminals for the
registration of transfer students,
enabling him to test the system on a
smaller number of people.
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Monday October 16

EVENTS

through
Sunday,October22

meeting in Campion 007. All psych Refreshments served. See back page
for details.
majors welcome!
4:30 p.m. Democratic Club meeting 4:00 p.m. There will be a very
in Carney 009.
important meeting of all Sociology
4:30 p.m. AFC meeting in McElroy majors in Gasson 310. Will discuss
In McElroy Lobby: Mass PIRG H4.
the new constitution for the caucus
5:00 p.m. SON Senate meeting in as well as plans for the facultyshow.
student wine & cheese social.
10:00 a.m. 4:00 p.m. Jewelry Sales Campion 007.
5:00 p.m. Alpha Epsilon Delta 4:00 p.m. Karate Club meeting in
in McElroy Lobby.
12:15 p.m. Pulse Project Dare in meeting in Gasson 304.
the McElroy Student Lounge.
5:00 p.m. Alpha Epsilon Delta Pre 4:15 p.m. Department of Physics
McGuinn 226.
1:00 4:00 p.m. SON Junior class Mcd) Pre Dent counseling in Lyons Colloquium: "Aboard the Research
315.
Vessel "Westward" with Prof.
bakesale.
4:30 p.m. Accounting Acader.iy 6:00 p.m. Campus Crusade for George Goldsmith in Higgins 307.
Interview Workshop with Haskins Christ DTC in Gasson 209.
Tea is at 3:45 in Higgins 354.
6:30 p.m. Mendel Club Social Com& Sells in Fulton 203.
Discussion of six-week cruise in the
5:00 p.m. Alpha Epsilon Delta Pre mittee meeting in Higgins 611. Caribbean on which twenty-four
Med|Pre Dent Advancement in Plans for Pot Luck Dinner must be students performed oceanographic,
finalized. Please attend.
marine biological, and physical
Lyons 208.
5:30 p.m. Mendel Club: Volunteers 7:00 p.m. Women's Center Sign studies of the sea. Open to all.
committee meeting in Higgins 611. Languagein McGuinn 223.
4:30p.m. General meeting of Gold
6:00 p.m. SOE Senate meeting in 7:00 p.m. Women's Center Resume Key Society. Important information
Campion 007. All Welcome!
Writingj Career Planning in concerning upcoming events,
6:00 p.m. Minority Student Caucus McGuinn 133.
including the Hayride, Awards
7:00 p.m. Outing Club meeting in dinner, and Halloween party. Place
meeting in Lyons 208.
6:30 p.m. SON Senate meeting in Murray Conference Room: general will be posted in the Office,
meeting.
Cushing 234.
McElroy 115.
7:00 p.m. Outing Club meeting in 7:30 p.m. UGBC Caucus meeting in 4:30 p.m. Economic Caucus meeting
in Carney 105.
McElroy 114 for all those interested McGuinn 3rd floor lounge.
in the trips committee.
7:30 p.m. There will be a meeting of 4:30 p.m. Sailing Club meeting in
7:00 p.m. Student Rights meeting in the Boston College Clamshell group McElroy 114.
the Murray Conference Room.
in Haley House, all are invited to 5:00 p.m. Film Board meeting in
7:30 p.m. 12:00 a.m. Rathskellar Get Involved.
McGuinn 227.
open for NFL game of the week. 8:00 p.m. Gold Key Soiciety Senate 5:30 p.m. Alpha Epsilon Delta
Pitchers, lnglenook, darts .& meeting in McElroy 115. This is a meeting in Gasson 208.
mandatory meeting!
6:00 p.m. "Living Will and
backgammon.
Euthanasia" - White Mass in St.
Mary's Chapel. Buffet in Cushing
Faculty Lounge from 7-8 p.m. $2.00
dinner donation. 8:00 p.m. lecture
delivered by Arthur J. Dyck Ph. D.
In Lyons Foyer: Solar Slide show Professor of Population Ethics,
In McElroy Lobby:
The Humanities Series presents presented by Mass PIRG.
Harvard University. Annual Guild
9:30 a.m. 4:00 p.m. PULSE Film of St. Luke Lecture in Cushing 001.
Pottery by Cor* Pucce.
In Lyons Foyer: Mass PIRG slide Showing in McElroy Lobby.
R.S.V.P. Mendel Club Higgins 611.
10:30 a.m. 3:30p.m. PEACE Corp All are invited!
show.
8:00 a.m. 4:00 p.m. SON Bake info table in McElroy Lobby.
6:30 p.m. The Boston College
1:00 4:00 p.m. Graduate School American Studies Association will
Sale in Cushing Foyer.
12:00 p.m. Brown Bag lunch & slide Information Day in Alumni Hall. have a social at Hovey House.
show on China with Rebecca Bruyn. Representatives from over 40 Law Anyone interested in American
Bring a lunch, all invited. Women's and Business schools will provide Culture
welcome.
is
Resource Center, McElroy 213.
students with information about the Undergraduates encouraged to
3:00 p.m. Out Reach Program in programs. For additional informaattend.
Hillside A Lounge. Communication tion contact the Career Center 7:00 p.m. Republican Club meeting
and Advertising Careers will be disX3432.
in Murray Conference Room.
cussed by professionals in the field. 2:00 4:00 p.m. The Graduate Stu7:00 p.m. Women's Center Sign
4:30 p.m. Accounting Academy dent Association will sponsor a tea Language in McGuinn 118.
Seminar with Ernst & Ernst. for all graduate students and faculty 7:00 p.m. UMOJA Dance Co.
Presentation by first year staff in McGuinn fifth floor lounge.
Rehearsal in the McElroy Student
3:00
7:00 p.m. Career Fair in Lounge.
accountant. Fulton 200.
4:30 p.m. Psych Caucus General Hillside A and Reservoir lounges. 7:30 p.m. - 12:00 a.m. Another
Lowenbrau Nite at the Rat! Due to
To the Stylus Editorial Board:
popular demand it's back $.50 a
"I'm fire of hell come up this minute
frosty draught.
To burn this town and all that's in it.
7:30 p.m. Free University course Toburn youdead and burn you clean.
"Ways to a simple lifestyle" at
You cog-wheels in a stopped machine,
Haley House.
You hearts of snakes, and brains of pigeons,
You d ad devout of dead religions..."
A Spirit of
English Poetry

MONDAY16
-

-

-

TUESDAY17 WEDNESDAY
18
-

-

-

-

-

-

THURSDAY
19
heights Staff Meetings"
News
Sports

Photo
Features

Sundays at 7pm
Mondays at 4pm
Mondays at 6:3opm
Mondays at 4pm

in The Heights office,
McElroy 113
All assignments are are distributed
at these times. Meetings are mandatory
for present staffers. New writers and
photographers are always welcome too!
JThe Heights.BC's Information Center^

events compiled by

eileen pearson
events deadline is

spm Thursday

In Lyons Foyer: Mass PIRG Solar
slide show.
9:00 a.m.
4:00 p.m. PULSE
Film showing in McElroy Lobby.
10:00 a.m. 4:00 p.m. Shirt Vendor
in Mcelroy Lobby.
10:00
3:00 p.m. Career
Planning and Placement information table in McElroy Lobby.
4:00 p.m. Bellarmine Law Academy
meeting in Fulton 220.
4:30 p.m. Accounting Academy InHouse Social with Laventhal &
Horwath. Open to seniors. Limited
attendance. Make reservations with
officers.
5:00 p.m. Cultural Committee
Reception in the McElroy Student
Lounge.
5:30 p.m. Alpha Epsilon Delta
meeting in Gasson 208.
6:30 p.m. "Athlete's Feat" Host of
"Sox Wrap-up", Tom Larsen.
Interview with TV 38. WZBC 90.3
FM.
7:00 p.m. Student Advisement in the
Cushing Faculty Lounge.
7:30 p.m. South Africa Liberation
Support Group general meeting in
McElroy Student Lounge (3rd
floor). Everyone is welcome.
7:30 p.m. 12:00 a.m. Beatle Hour
No. 2 from 8-9. We'll play all faves
from the Fab Four (& froth foam's
only $.25 from 8-9!) Oldies] Disco
with Amy Whorf from 9-12. It
keeps getting better! All this at the
Rat!
8:00 p.m. Humanities Series:
Michael Walzer "Just and Unjust
Wars" in the McGuinn Auditorium.
9:00 p.m.
1:00 a.m. "Coffee
House" in Williams basement.
Admission is $.50.
10:00 p.m. "Music Makers" Music
and Interviews with recording
artists. WZBC 90.3FM.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

SATURDAY21
7:30 and 10:00 p.m. The Film Board

presents "Mash" in McGuinn

Auditorium.
8:00 p.m. Hovey House: The first in
a series of 11 concerts - The
Cambridge Ensemble Group will
play American Selections. Tickets
1.00 w| ID; 3.00 w|out ID at Door
or BC Box office.
9:00 p.m. South Hall Dorm Party in
the Eagles Nest.
9:00 p.m. Satellite Party of Pine
Manor) St. Gabriels and South
Street in Philomatheia Hall.
9:00 p.m.
1:00 a.m. Something
Different at O'Connell House.

-

SUNDAY22

6:30 p.m. "Athlete's Feat" Sports
variety including wrap up of this
week's NFL and College football
action. WZBC 90.3 FM.
7:00 and 9:00 p.m. Movie "Bullitt"
in O'Connell House.
7:30 p.m. The Film Board presents
"Mash" in the Barry Art Pavilion.
10:00 a.m. 4:00 p.m. Jewelry Sales 10:00 p.m. "Jazz Album of the
in McElroy Lobby.
Week" on WZBC 90.3 FM.

_

'

FRIDAY 20
-

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Attention Alliance of Student
Activities members: Remember!
Applications for ASA teams are
due in the Office of Student
Programs and Resources in
McElroy 141 by Friday, October
20th.
Computer Science Academy:
Anyone who is interested in joining
a Computer Science Academy
please sign up in the Office of Student Programs and Resources in
McElroy 141. This is a new
management oriented organization
and anyone interested in computers
is welcome.

90.5FM
NOW COOKS IN THE
MORNINGS!

Our new broadcasting hours:
Mon.-Fri. Bam-2am

Sat./Sun. 2pm-2am
On Saturday Afternoons 3-6:30
THE BEST OF THE
NEW RELEASES
featuring cuts from the new

Van Morrison, Crack the Sky,

......

7:30 and 10:00p.m. Film Board presents "Mash" in the McGuinn
Auditorium.
9:00 p.m.
1:00 a.m. Jazz, Jazz,
Jazz with Synergy in O'Connell
House.
9:00 p.m. 1:00 a.m. Alpha Epsilon
Delta present "Indian Summer" a
semi-formal dance, open to the
entire student body at the Newton
Chapel Basement. Tickets are $5.00
per person and are available at the
McElroy Ticket Office. A cash bar
will be available. Music by Limerick
Road.

SouthsideJohnny

Travel Travel Travel! Share your
experiences with other BC students.
Stop by McElroy 141 and fill out a
Travel Questionaire. Or, if you're
getting ready for a trip stop by and
utilize the services of the Travel
Office in McElroy 141.
On Sale at the Ticket Booth: "Indian Summer" a semi formal sponsored by Alpha Epsilon Delta to be
continued on page 16

Classifieds
'68 Chevelle. Very Good Cond. New
Tires 782-9253.
NEEDED
Infant care person. We need a person
to lovingly care for our infant daughter
in the Brookline area. Approximately
20 hours a week. Call evenings 731-5374.
HELP WANTED
Dineamerica now has full or part time
openings in our Chestnut Hill office.
Earn up to $50.00 per day. 232-1005.
REWARD
For lost 1976 GOLD HIGH SCHOOL
RING. Contact John Long, Res. 321
South. 964-9418.

Need Some
Quick Cash?
The Heights needs
people to stuff inserts.
We pay $3°°/hr.

I

Inquire today
in McElroy 113.
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BC Buys One Local House;
Intends to Buy Another
by Larry Costello
Boston College purchased the
Adams House on 55 Lee Road late
last August and has also signed a
purchase and sale agreement(a formal intention to buy) for the Walsh
house on 31 Lawrence Aye.
Because the houses are in a
residential area, they lend
themselves to "residency use"
according to Rick Wallick, assistant
to the executive vice president.
Wallick's duties include space
planning and allocation.
The administration will consider
various alternatives for the use of
the Adams and Walsh houses but
because of the area, and the city of
Newton's zoning codes, the houses
have limited uses. The office of
Financial Vice President John
Smith was unable to tell The
Heights the amount paid for the
Adams House.

After the purchase of the Walsh
House next spring, Boston College
will own six houses in the triangle
bounded by Beacon St., Hammond
St., and Stone Aye. (see accompanying diagram). Dr. Francis
Campanella, executive vice president stated thatBC "has no plans to
buy anything else in that area in the
immediatefuture."
Boston College tries to keep in
touch with the residents of Newton
and "get the neighbors involved,"
according to Wallick. Because BC is
a non-profit institution, when BC
buys a house, the city of Newton
ceases to receive tax revenue from
that property. Rich Griffin of the
City of Newton Urban Design and
Planning Department said "The
amount of money involved is too
small to create a disturbance. The
city is generallyconcerned with the
types of land use and what it does to

Hatch Calls For More
Support to Higher Ed
by Edward J. Rutyna

Republican gubernatorial candidate Frank Hatch addressed an
audience of approximately two
hundred fifty persons at McGuinn
Auditorium last Thursday night in
the first Boston CollegeEducational
Forum of the year. Hatch spoke on
the topic of "State Issues Related to
Public and Private Education," basing his speech on the premise that
"education is the second largest
business in Massachusetts" andthat
"the state has not done enough to
nurture the support that education
lends to the Massachusetts
economy."
The staterepresentative of sixteen
years and minority leader of the
house for the past eight years briefly
mentioned that his opponent
Edward J. King has "made no mention of education in his campaign.".
Hatch pointed out that "higher
education can no longer afford to be
neglected by the Commonwealth,
noting that fourteen private colleges
in the state have closed their doors
in the past eight years and that
financial aid currently available to
students is less than that available a
few years ago.
The specifics of Hatch's education policy include raising the tuition for out-of-state students at
public universities (primarily
UMass) to the level of local private
universities, tuition tax breaks for
students' families, closer coordination between the divisions of the
higher public educational system
and a closer relationship between
market needs and vocational training provided by the state.
"It is ridiculous that public
institutions are competingwith each
other for students", commented
Hatch. We should look long and
hard before building more public
education facilities, especially with
the decining birth rate. In the past
the state hasn't been logical in
planning; a certain building project
was rated sixty-ninth in building
priorities and was the first to be
built because it was located in the
hometown of the chairman of the
Ways and Means Committee. This
shouldn't happen."
Hatch proposed that with
increased financial aid more students could attend private universities to obviate the need for expansion of the public system.
The candidate called for state
funding of all state imposed
educational projects to replace the
current municipal funding.
"Some sort of overhaul is needed

in a state education system in which
community colleges, state colleges
and state universities compete for
the same students". Hatch also
called for better relations between
private and public colleges and
universities.
continued on page 17

the city as a whole." According to
Wallick BC has a goodrelationship
with her neighbors. "I'm not aware
of any negative feedback from the
city or neighbors," he said.
Although Boston College has no
plans to buy any more property in
the vicinity of Lawrence
Avenue, "BC will try to continue to
buy the houses on College Road at
their appraised value as they
become available," stated Campanella.
BC

BudCom Expects Tuition Hike
by Susan Liguori

amount of research that must be
done, LeMay hopes "to utilize students to do research and help

Dr. Frank Campanella, BC
executive vice president, recently
issued a directive to the University
Budget Committee, asking that the
group limits next year's tuition
increase to thepercentage thatfamily median income increases this
year. He also orderedthe committee
to budget a cost-of-livingincrease in
professors' salaries.
BC student memberPeter LeMay
commented on the first directive,
"If we don't increase the tuition by
the cost of living, BC will be losing
money. If we lose money one year,
it will be passed onto the next year."
The Budget Committee's responsibility entails reviewing the budget,
conducting research and deciding
which areas can be cut in order to
save money. Because of the vast

broaden the knowledge of the
Budget Committee." The Budget
Committee consists of various
administrators, two undergraduates,
one grad student, two faculty
members and an academic dean.
Cynthia Lyden, a junior finance
major, is the other student representative on the committee.
LeMay denies that he may be at a
disadvantage because he has only

gubernatorial candidate.

Fields

recently been appointed to the position. In the past, membershave had
the summer to review the lengthy
material. "I knew Kathy Moulton
and Peter Markell when they were
Committee members and they gave
me a good background of the
Budget Committee," LeMay
insisted. He is currently reviewing
BC's financial data for the last 5
years.
The Budget Committee meets
every Tuesday for approximately
three hours.

Survey Determines
Newton Caf Future
has
by Kevin Owens

Rory
Frank Hatch, GOP

has recently purchased Adams House and hopes to soonown Walsh

House.

Within the next few days, John
Callahan, director of dining services, will distribute a survey to the
students on Newton Campus to
determine which program will
remain at the Newton Cafeteria.
The options are the five-point
"unlimited seconds" policy currently a standard at McElroy, or the
highly-disputed per-item payments.
Callahan expects survey results
within the next two weeks but
stated, "right now, it's impossibleto
give you a definite answer."
Janet Roby, Student Chairperson
of the Dining Service Committee,
sounded more certain of the survey
results, "The reception to the
'unlimited seconds' plan has been
good. It looks like it will be permanent at Newton."
Of major concern to the Committee is the waste-potential of each
of the dining alternatives. "The

waste

not actually been
weighed but students should still act
responsibly with the food they take,'
Callahan said. "Just by standing
near the trash cans I can usually tell
whether it's an 'unlimited seconds'
meal or whether they're paying for
everything separately. I want to
keep BC's board costs the lowest in
the area and the students should,
<
too and waste is a key factor,"According to Callahan, the more
food that is exhibited before them,
the less "restraint" many students
exhibit.

If excessive waste at Newton
Campus fails to be the problem it
has proven to be in the past, the
preference indicated by the survey
will be implemented permanently.
Concluded Callahan, "We're constantly trying to improve
ourselves...and it's just a question of
listening to popular demand."

Voices from the Dustbowl
by Kevin R. Sharp

What do you think of the Heights Revue section?

Marty Sheehan A&S '80

Well, I'm mixed. I don'tlike Don
Nathan's articles, but I like the
reviews of theatres and books. The
Ijokes are tasteless, and have no
support behind them. It's the same
crap every week. The rest of it, I
don't know.

Photographs by Darcy Rudder

Julius Harper A&S '80

/ think it's generally well done,
but they lack spherical analysis in
their comments. They're generally
objective, which is good. They ought
to think of doing more comparative
analysis; they should think of mdre
similarity of themes.

Liz Baretta A&S '80
/ think at times it's reallyfunny,
but at times they can be cutting, like
with the football articles.
Sometimes they don't treat human
beings like human beings.
I see theirpoint in writing it and I
enjoy reading, but how would they
feel if someone wrote a review of
them?

JaneSeidl A&S'BO
Ann Marie Almeida A&S '80
/ think they're coming down hard
on freshmen this year, but I think
its one of the best sections. It's one
of thefew sections Iread regularly...
Sometimes I think it's a waste of
space. The articles are good, but I
think theLetters to the Editor wasa
waste. The articles seem to center
on one theme, and cut down people.
Maybe that's whypeople read it, to
see what they're going to say next.
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editorial

Cooperation Essential
to Success
of Small Car Parking
Recent history at Boston College has seen the parking situation deterioratefrom
the status of a problem to that of a burden on the commuter population. Next
year's construction work on the new dormitory and theater will take an additional
chunk of parking space out of circulation. Small car parking is one of those proverbial "ideas whose time has come."
It is a concept so uncomplicated and so easy to execute that one must wonder
why those responsible for managing BC's parking situation didn't institute it long
ago. The idea came instead from the summer research of Paul Deninger, UGBC
executive vice president.
If small car parking is to be successful, two problems must be solved. The first,
the re-lining of the Snake 'n Apple-Recplex parking lot, presents no difficulty, and
the work is scheduled to be done this Sunday. The second involves cooperation,

something which is never guaranteed.
Six hundred small car owners will have to locate themselves in the proper lot
and hundreds of large car owners may have to dig deep in their hearts to find the
moral courage to pass the lot by, even if a few empty spaces remain open at 8:59
a.m. If it works properly, the concentration of small cars in the one area will help
decongest theremaining commuter-designated spaces.
If on the other hand, large car owners develop a tendency to view their Ford station wagons as small cars, the voluntary framework to the program will collapse
and work study students will monitor the entrance.
Either way, some one will be left out in the early morning scramble for space.
When construction is in full swing the parking situation will probably be worse
than it is today, with or without small car lots.
Meanwhile plans continue for a parking garage. While obviously a necessary
structure, the.favored location built into the undeveloped Hillside-Higgins Hill
over the road at its base - is truly remarkable as an example of distilled bad taste. A
parking garage is almost inevitably a grotesque structure; there is no need to place
it on display like an appendix scar on the underbelly of the campus. Small car parking is an idea conceived with imagination. The Boston College community has a
right to expect the same kind of thoughtfulness in the selection of the new

-

buildinu's site.
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through the eyes of a black man.) Such are

symbolic reflections which fill my mind as
A Call for Consistencyr Itheconsider
the
of

To the Editor:
If Boston College should divest its holdings
in corporations having interests in South
Africa because of the manifest evils of that
regime, then it should do likewisetoward any
corporation with interests supportive of any
repressive regime.
Your editorial ("A Call for Divestment,"
10|9|78) states that "economic sanctions are
not idealways to bring about change in other
nations," while they would be useful against
South Africa. This assertion is open to
debate. Many technical studies have indicated
a considerable reliance, for instance, of the
Soviet Union on Western technology. Why
has South African repression of the black
race led to editorials calling for divestiture,
while Soviet repression of the Jewish race
has not? Why is there never any call for
divestitures of interests in African countries
with repressive black regimes (e.g. Uganda)?
Why are protests never raised against investment in the totalitarian states of Eastern
"Europe, the Soviet Union or mainlandChina?
If it is alleged that divestitutre is not calledfor
therebecause it would be ineffectual, then one
should not call for it in regard to South
Africa, either. If BC sells its stocks, it will
merely be assuring that the "moral"elements
of the shareholders (those who divest) will be
replaced by the "amoral" ones (those who
don't care). The effect will be to entrench the
corporations in South Africa even more. And
then, since BC will simply reinvest in corporations that may support the Soviet Union,etc.,
it merely replaces support for one kind of
repression with support fft*. another kind of
repression.
This latter possibility, I regret to say, seems
to be what your editorial covertly advocates.
It implies that while white repression of
blacks is evil, black repression of black
(Uganda), Russian repression of Jews, and
the generalrepression of political freedoms in
other totalitariancountries is OK (or at least
we're going to pretend it isn't there).
There is no denial that South Africa is a
repressive nation. But we simply have to face
the fact that most of this planet is ruled by
repressive regimes, and that South Africa is
by no means the worst of the lot (witness
Cambodia, where in the three years isnce
their take-over theKhmer Rouge have killed
one to 2.4 million people-about W of the population).

If divestiture is a "responsible"-actthat BC
should take, then it should be one that is not
applied selectively (i.e., hypocritically). It
should be applied across the board. Either we
divest all of our holdings supportive of
repressive regimes, or we divest none (and
perhaps find some more effective method of
fighting worldwide repression). Any other
alternative comes down to saying, in effect,
that it's OK to repress group A, just don't
repress group B. And anyone who calls that
morally "responsible," has a lot to learn
about morality, and responsibility.
Michael W. Lyons
BC Law School
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To the Editor:
If. according to Christian teaching, Jesus
Christ is the divine embodimentof universal
love and if, according to the same teaching,
He came to earth in part to preach the
brotherhood of men of all races, then the
racism of Boston College is, in a spiritual
sense, the sustained, protracted crucifixion of
Jesus: and the educated indifference of the
Boston College faculty to this racism is like
the gentle non-interference of Pontius Pilate.
But here my analogy breaks down somewhat;
Pilate was but a Roman, admittedly with a
hand-washing problem; the majority of my
faculty colleagues, and a high percentage of
their moral heroes on campus, claim to be
Chiristians. (Three of these moral heroes I
approached directly with the details of my
grievance, but their indecent silence would be
the stuff of still another memorandum to
follow about Christian "decency" as seen

...

prospect
an HEW
investigator's coming to the Univesity to
question people in the Administration and
Faculty involved in the decisions to deny me
promotion to the rank of Full Professor in the
academic year 1976-1977. I shall not repeat
here the terms of my complaint of racial discrimination against Boston College, a com-

plaint lodged in November of 1977 with
several governmental agencies and largely
reported in my previous memoranda. But I
think it useful to indicate briefly what transpired after the dissemination of these
memoranda, if only to bare further the
remarkable intransigence of the University's
racial bias and to explain my allusion to the
prospect of an on-site investigation by HEW
at Boston College.
My documented disclosures embarrassed,
or so it seems, the Administration and
Departmental faculty. These disclosures did
not, however, lead to any corrective action on
theirpart. On the contrary, the University did
its best, and is still doing its best, to impede,
obstruct, or delay the investigation of my
grievance. It hesitated and hedged on the
answering of interrogatories, ignoring
deadlines and then asking for extensions
longer than the period at first allowed. (What
institution convinced of its innocence and
sincerely professing a Christian creed would
attempt to stymie an investigatory process
mandated by Federal law?) With no other
recourse in the face of Boston College's
unwillingness to permit the investigation of
my case to proceed, I sent out one hundred
letters to governmental, religious, and
academic leaders- not asking them to support
my side r the controversy-I did not presume
so much - it simply requesting of them that
they urge the governmental agencies,
seemingly intimidatedat times by the University's political influence, to pursue their
inquiries. As a result of this massive effort,
Boston College was obliged to reply, at long
last, to HEW's interrogatories. I suspect that
the answers provided were not entirely
satisfactory to the investigators, because
HEW announced to President Monan in
August of 1978 that it was about to begin onsite investigation. The University immediately trotted out its legal defenders, through
whom it hurriedly communicated its fervent
wish, after so extended a silence, to "talk
things over amicably" with me, to resolve this
"unfortunate matter" as quickly as possible
through mediation.Lest I be accused of refusing a chance at a mediated settlement, I
agreed to the meeting, albeit warily (Boston
College had broken two written agreements
with my attorneys in 1977). That was on
September 12, 1978. More than a week later,
on September 20, 1978, it occurred to me that
not only had the meeting not yet materialized
but there had not even been any word from
the University as to a possible date for this
happy event. Pressing Boston College on the
matter, I finally received, on September 22,
1978, the followingresponse: as eager as was
the University to resolve my complaint, the
representative whom it had selected for this
sensitive task, Dean Donald J. White of the
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, could
not possibly see me in the remaining days of
September but might be able to fit me into a
crowded Octoberschedule. Under normal circumstances, the additional delay, while
exasperating, might still have been tolerable.
But for one who had been the victim of
Boston College's systematic stalling since
February of 1977 it was not. I wasted no time
in asking the HEW investigators to
reschedule the on-site investigation.
Norman Araujo
Assistant Professor of Romance Languages
(Ed. note: Prof. Araujo has not yet learned
theresult of his request.)
The Heights encourages all readers
to submit their written opinions on any
campus issues. All letters must be typed and
double- spaced. Names may be withheld
only upon consultation with the editor.
Address letters to "Letters to the Editor,"
The Heights. McElroy 113.
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NEWSBRIEFS
Caucus Election Results
Show Low Student
Turn-out

Cedrone
On October 12, 1978 the UGBC Caucus election was held, with nine
new members joiningthe caucus. The results of the election are, Commuters. Joe Essa and Robert Bejoian, Upper Campus, Dan Cotter and
J. T. Fucigna, Hillsides, Chris Simmons, Reservoir, Joe Lambert,
Mods, Anthony Scola, Southstreet, Mark Goldie, Newton Campus,
Brett Tompkins.
There was a delay in the tally of votes because of a failure to obtain a
computerized register of students. The computerized register was
necessary to check all votes cast with students on the list. This time consuming process is necessary in checking that students don't vote twice.
Turnout for the Caucus election was low and disappointingto all people involved. 1,161 ballots were cast out of a student environment of
8,500. The next meeting of the Caucus will be on Tuesday, October 17th,
1978 at 7:30 p.m.
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WITH A BACK-TO-THE-BOOKS" SPECIAL...
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Just presentyour Boston College ID Card, and we will give you

Free U Popularity Soars;
Waiting Lists Still Open
Susan Schmitt

IU/o

by

The UGBC Free University, now in its third week of operation, has
again captured a high enrollment of students in most of its thirty course
offerings, according to Director Chris Lamed. Among those ranking
high in popularity are Bartending, Wine Education, Disco Dancing,
Ballroom Dancing, Photography, Gourmet Cooking and Beginning
Guitar. All of these courses arenow closed but waiting lists are available.
Lamed told The Heights that as of now "all operations are going
smoothly." Most courses began on schedule with the exception of
Calligraphy, Macrame, and Jujutsu, that still have "problems yet to be
worked out." Few classes received absolutely no participants, but some
may be limited in size because of the ins'ructor's wishes or limited student interest.Class sign-ups ranged from a high of 180for thebartending
course (with 50 more on the waiting list), to four or five in thePrinciple oi
Life course.
A new course has also been added to the Free University repertoire
called Wine, Beer and Spirits. This course will be taught by John
Shannon, who is presently teaching the Wine Education class. His new
class, however, wilUexplain more of the different substances contained in
alcoholic drinks rather than the history and taste involved in learning
about good wines. A few openings still remain for this course.
Other closed courses include CPR, First Aid, Gymnastics. Karate.
Kung Fu and Psychology of Crime, however, waiting lists for these
courses are available in the Free University office.
The Free University would also like to encourage those interested in
teaching a course for second semester. If interested, contact the office in
the basement of Carney, Room 031.

We carry a complete line of:
Typewriter Ribbons
Smith Corona Cartridges
Typing Papers
Thesis Papers and 3inders
Notebooks and Pads

We also sell and repair typewriters

Trade-ins accepted
Used machines boughtand sold
Loaners usually available

I Hoping To See You Soon!
*\u25a0
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Test Anxiety Group

I

A mi

by Marjorie Pallone
The Test Anxiety Group, directed by University Counseling Assistant
Director Dr. Barry Reister, will hold its first session on Tuesday, October

17th from 3-4:30 p.m. in Gasson 215.
The three-year old program is for students who cannot function normally while preparing or taking tests. It is not for those who just become
nervous during a test. Reister told The Heights, "The students will be
given concrete skills in order to reduce their anxiety on cognitive and
physiologicallevels." Any interested students who feel they need the service should sign up in Fulton 205. The course offered each semester will
meet once a weekfor six weeks.

by Charlie D'Atri
The Gold Key Club's Bloodmobile blood drive concluded last Friday
after running all week. Due to the holiday Monday and the fact that 101
of the 588 applicants were turned down due to medical reasons the Club's
initial goal of 500 points was not reached.
The Gold Key Club would like to thank all who helped during thedrive
and all those who applied to donate blood. The Bloodmobilewill return
to BC the last week in January.
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Reopens

Bloodmobile Draws
487 Donors
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Begins

The Office of University Housing will begin accepting waiting list
applications for resident housing on Thursday, Oct. 19 in Rubenstein
Hall during regular office hours.
New applicationswill be ranked first according to class year and then
date of application. All applications will be randomly ordered within
each class year at the end of the day. Applicants are asked to keep the
Housing Office informed of any changes in address or phone number
since notification is made by mail or phone of available vacancies during
the year.
Anyone seeking resident housing because of medical problems may file
an appealin writingcjo the Director of Housing.
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by Paula Corso
What is junior year abroad all
about? Some peopl* might be
tempted to answer the question in
terms of costs, credits, miles away
from home - maybe even in terms of
luggage and the number of suitcases
you really need. But I doubt it. Of
the 90 students who participated in
the program during the 1977-78
school year, four were interviewed
by The Heights with the intention of
giving a very personal recollection
of an American in Europe. Each
had a unique point of departure.
Each had perspectives of her own.

Specialprices effective far kegs
ordered by noon Thursday
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Mass PIRG
A Nader inspired, social change organization. BC students work on small claims court
counseling and reform, campus nutrition,
nuclear power, solar energy, the Bottle Bill
and many other issues.
Mass PIRG's funds are collected through
the Undergraduate Government fee and your
$4.00 contribution makes these social change
efforts possible. However, students who do
not wish to support the efforts of Mass PIRG
may obtain a refund.
? \u25a0

Stop by first and find out what we're about.
Massachusetts Public Interest Research
Group)
McElroy 118. 969-0100 ext. 3515, 3516
Refunds:
October 23 November 3
Monday Friday, 10-4
Resident Student Lounge
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Opens At Gallery

Charlie D?Atri

An exhibition of abstract art
called "Four" is taking place this
month in the Barry Fine Arts
Pavilion Gallery room. The title

"TubcxgPabsTl

"It was a personal thing - can 1 go
away for a year, be independent, on
my own with no ties whatsoever?
It's a good feeling to say, 'Yes, I can
do it. I can function through
another culture, through another
language on my own with no one
behind me,' " Janet Mitchell said.
Mitchell found, however, that
"living as a guest in someone else's
house, there is pressure involved. It
was a personal involvement which
restrained me. I felt confined. Living in these kind of arrangments
really hindered me and my personality so that I came to realize

"Four" stands for the four artists
contributing works to the show,
Michael Mulhern, Robert Rohm,
Lee Newton, and Anthony
Thompson.
The largest, and most visually
arresting of the works is a wood,
marble and metal sculpture by
Michael Mulhern. Mr. Mulhern
uses both wall and floor as panels
with the wall sculptures mirroring
the "game" grid on the floor. Randomly piled marble pieces complete
the effect. The gameboardsculpture
was inspired by an experience
Mulhern had while camping. "I was
camping in the Shenandoah
national park last May and saw the
camp location markers. That's what
inspired me and I started work on it
then."
The wall and floor aspects of the
sculpture compliment each other,
the wall's two dimensions blending
into the floor's three. Mulhern's is
the most initially impressive in the
show. Another conspicuous work is
Robert Rohm's two sculptures,
lead, aluminum and wooden
interpretations of man in the
Industrial Age. Rohm, who has had
extensive showings all over the
country, precariously hangs the
heavy sculptures off the wall. With
lead squares sometimesblocking the
aluminum pipes he seems to be saying that modern man is sometimes
throttled by the very industrial
progress that gives him wealth.
The third sculpture is a black,
somber floor designby Lee Newton.
Set off in each corner by black

this work has materials
suspended from its wasteland base
by chicken-wire. These appear to
symbolize isolated peoplesuspended
alone in space. Mr. Newton is also
represented by two "Pool" drawings
which are part of a series of twelve,
originally shown last May in
Boston.
posts,

The fourth artist is Anthony
Thompson, who has previously had
exhibits at Neilson Gallery. He has
two types of exhibits, one set is of
layered acrylic paints connected by
spare black lines which reflect the
shape of the acrylics, yet are empty.
This could well be a comment on
Mr. Thompson's part on the emptiness of life despite frequent
appearances of beauty. Mr.
Thompson shows a sense of humor
in his other works which consist of
two drawings, one untitled and
the other titled "pi squared," a picture of a pie resting in a square - a
tongue-in-cheek depiction of the
mathematicalformula.
The "Four" is running through
October 26 every Thursday from
4:30 to 7:00 p.m. or by request. It is
a fine exhibition and, being free, is
well worth the bargain.

Snake ?n Apple Price
Reductions Postponed
by Michael Anthony

On September 26th, in response
to student complaints concerning
unusually high prices at Snake 'n
Apple grocery The Heights
published a price comparison chart
indicating a difference of more than
10% between items at the Snake 'n

Cbe

Around the World

.

that the freedom I was looking for
was at home and I can only be free
with the people I love and care
about, the people I am responsible
to. Because I can be myself. I didn't
have to leave home to be independent," Mitchell commented.
Spending a year's time in
Madrid, Paris and Avignon,
France, Mitchell felt she was singled
out as an American. "You are
picked out as an American, you
look American, you are stereotyped
as an American and in a way people
take you as being a representative of
your country You have to showthem
a little about your culture as well as
adapt to theirs so that they can trust
you," Mitchell stated. Janet was
able to see American tourists in a
different light by looking at them as
Europeans do. "Americans who see
fifteen countries in two weeks come
home and say, 'I've seen Europe.'
They haven't," Mitchell said.
Her reference to the Americans'
everything at once approach reflects
the intolerant tourist as opposed to
one who temporarily lives in a
foreign country and learns to adopt
the ways of the culture. It distinguishes those who are open to
other ways of life and those who
aren't.
In retrospect, Mitchell
appreciated being abroad for an
entire school year. "Going for a
semester, you can live for home, live
for letters, live for when you're
going to go back. You can't do that
when you're there for nine months.
You've got to say that this is my
lifestyle and this is the way I'm
going to be living. You accept
Europe the way it is. You don't put
up as much of a fight. You adapt
and become part of the people."
Sue McGinity was'disillusioned.
She didn't see any leprechauns in
Ireland nor was the color green
more prominent than other colors.
In living with a family for four
months, she did get a first hand
continued onpage 18

Soring 1979
in McElroy
I and 12.

affiliated
of Colorado,
temational
Sail from
_, way of the
Orient, South Asia, and the Mediterranean.
Applications now being accepted.

For Free Color Brochure, call or urite: Semester at Sea.Taj Mahal Building.
P.O. Box 2488. Ujuiim H.lls. CA 92654. Telephone (8(X» 854-0195 (toll-free
outside California) t714) 581-6770 (in California). SS. Universe is hilly airconditioned, 18.0(H) tons, of Liberian registry.
Boston Representative
Please call:
661-6659

Apple and a local chain market. At
that time Russell Crosby, Director

of Purchasing and Special Services
for the BC Dining Services, told The
Heights that students could expect
price reductions of 8-10% within 2-3
weeks. The Heights contactedCrosby last week to see if the reductions
had been put into effect as previously stated.
"The Snake 'n Apple never has
been and never will be competitive
with the large chain markets,"
Crosby said. Transportation of the
small quantities used by the oncampus grocery store, lack of
storage space for quantities which
might be bought more cheaply in
bulk, and a larger than average
overhead were the main reasons
cited by Crosby for the high prices.
Crosby stated he has considered
various ways to bring down the
prices at the grocery. Negotiations
are now under way with a local
retail house and Crosby told The
Heights that within two additional
weeks he will know how much
cheaper the prices at the grocery
will be. Crosby stated that a future
decrease is definite, but that the
price reduction will probably not be
as high as 10%. "Haifa loaf is better
than none," Crosby stated, and any
reductions in the prices for which
the Purchasing Department receives
the goods will be passed on directly
to the students - "The Snake is
strictly a break-even operation."
Crosby also said that students can
expect weekly "specials" in the near
future. Crosby will experiment with
the buying of groceries in bulk in an
attempt to lower transportation
costs and foster the "specials."
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Exclusive: Monan To Visit BC
Depths
The

Weather:

Rain, Sun or a
mixture of the
two.
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Girl Trips, Administration Blamed
by Nate Dolt

On Tuesday, October 10th, Lisa
Laccington (SOM '80) was hurrying
to her 10:00 class in Fulton Hall.
She was coming over from McElroy
Commons. With several clean, new
books clasDed against her voune.

tender body and her long, wavy hair
flowing backward as she trotted in
her three-inch high heel shoes,
innocent face lighted up in a smile
as she remembered that that night
she would be participating in "Miss
Toenail Massachusetts " a toenail

beauty contest. Suddenly, the
joyous girl's face took on a terrified
look as she lunged forward, lost
hold of her books, and came
crashing to the ground amidst the
tonal vibrations of gongs as the
clock on Gasson Hall struck ten.
People were at her aid immediately,
trying to diagnose injury while her
pavement-scarred books lay randomly scattered about her. Also
near her was the four by three by
one inch rock she tripped over.
"My toe, my toe," she cried out
desperately, "I think I broke a
nail!" Quickly, the helpful students
pulled off her left shoe and sock
revealing a rather grossly lacerated
toenail. When Lisa saw it, the young
beauty burst into tears. From there
she was taken to the infirmary at
Cushing Hall, uncontrollably crying. She would not be able to be in
"Miss Toenail Massachusetts" that
night, something she had been lookR. ing forward to for many months.
The Depths decided to do seme
investigating as to on who it could
pin the responsibility of the acci-

Kevin

Sharp
This is the toe that was nailed.

Heterosexuality
by B.J.

Last year about this time, The

Heights presented a series on the

problems of homosexuals on
campus. Written by an anonymous
homosexual, these columns have
been left unanswereduntil now.One
student has decided to speak out on
behalf of the closet heterosexuals
here at BC, and of the large number
of problems encountered by the
heterosexual, or "straight" as they
are derisively referred to.
First of all, being a heterosexual
here at BC is a drag. We are discriminated against all over the
school. Men are allowed to live
together, but are men and women?
Ah, no, dear reader. If a male and
female decide they want to spend
some time together at night, they
must furtively sneak off to a room,
in constant fear of administrative
action or, worse yet, a voice saying
"Goddamn straights - they ought to
be shot." But if a guy wants to
spend the night in another guy's
room, are there any sanctions by
superiors or peers? Of course not.
Another point of discrimination
is that heterosexuals are kept
separated, and never know about
each other. Symposiums on
homosexuality are held, the University Chaplain's office provide help
for them, but how about some help
for our problem? And, if it were not
for this article, the previous series
would have gone unanswered. A
gross injustice is being perpetrated!
A large problem, from which the
above listed discriminatory practices undoubtedly stem, is that of
perception: how society views the

professed heterosexual, and vice
versa. A common misunderstanding
is that hetero men hate other men.
This is not so! Why, some of my
best friends are men. I'd even let my
sister marry one, although I personally would not care to.
In preparation for this article, I
took a survey concerning views on
heterosexuality here at BC. The first
question asked was "Do you see
heterosexuality as abnormal and
unacceptable?" An overwhelming
majority (50.04%) said that they did
not feel "it" was abnormal. Some of
the comments were "I don't mind if
other people do that stuff, but keep
them away from me," "I found out
that my roommate (a girl) was one
I even let her have the room - for
a guy\" and "They still should be
shot." The next question asked of
those who did not mind heteros was
"Would you ever consider having
fairly intimate relations with a
member of the oppositesex?" Of the
males who responded, 100% said
that they would. Remarks such as
"Fine, as long as she doesn't resemble a Mack Truck with a bad complexion" and, from a gentleman
wearing a Panama hat, shades, a
full length fur coat and a Cadillac,
"Sure, man. sure - and if you're
'\u25a0'
inter
of my lady
friends.tr* t>o Of the i'emale.swho
answi ?,j. nowevor, .01 i said that
they would. One of the few who did
respond, Suzy Floozy, said, "Sure I
uh, would. Say, can you
do
publish my phone number? It's 964-038f92." Most of the comments
weremore along the lines of "Look

.

.
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dent. After every angle was tried,
one answer kept hitting us in the
face every time. It was the
Administration's fault. This sentiment was reiterated by Miss Laccington, who will be taking a long
time to recover from the trauma of
the accident.
The Depths was pretty sure that,
in December of 1977, a special
committee, appointed by Father
Monan, had been comprised to deal
with the ever prevailing "Rock in
the Walkway" problem at BC. This
independent committee included
five professionals who, incidentally,
did not represent differentethnic or
sexual interests. Each member of
the team was given his own office
and telephone extension along with
a whopping forty thousand dollar a
year salary. But what has the committee done for almost a year? Take
a look around the campus at BC.
One can still spot many a rock to be
tripped over. Is our money being
wasted by the Administration? The
Depths says, without a doubt, yes.
We carried Lisa to the assumed

offices of these committeemembers
but, not to our surprise, were not
able to contact any members at all.
From the looks of the deserted
offices. The Depths concluded that
they had been that way for some
time. For example, a copy of the
Boston Globe, dated April 5, 1978,
was yellowing away on one desk.
Could it be that the committee, that
will drain $200,000 in salaries from
BC by this December, has ceased to
exist? Or could it be that it never
existed at all?
Alert reporters tried to contact
Father Monan about the matter but
it was a fruitless effort. It is The
Depths' opinion that the
Administration may be involved in
some scandalous activity designed
to rob you and I of our money yet
one more time. This implies the
ongoing disregard for the
intelligence of the student body and
it's about time that this attitude
must be put to an end once and for
all. The Depths urges all students to
rise to the occasion.

Garage Site Set
by Fat

Carome

chief Paul McPartland and his staff that the construction of the garage
Boston College will soon be conworked long hours to secure the vic- will be blended into the football
structing a parking garage on what tory. McPartland grimaces when he field and made as inconspicuous as
is now the site of Alumni Stadium. recalls the administration's original possible. Yard lines will be painted
University officials have been plan. "They wanted to turn the directly on the structure, promises
plagued with mounting traffic Newton Campus, Pine Manor, and the constructing firm. Revue
problems over the last three years St. Gabriel's Monastery into parkAssociates. Should the team receive
and the decision to build a garage to ing lots." McPartland describedthis a negative ruling, a mural of Bruce
house student automobiles is plan as unfeasible due to the great Springsteen is being considered as
expected to benefit the university as walking distance between these an alternativedecoration scheme.
a hole.
areas and the main campus. He did
Contracted by the university, The mention, however, that with the disHeights staff will be designing the solution of the football team
new facility. The selection of the many Datsun 240-Z's, Camaros,
Heights organization was a direct and Volkswagens normally disresult of their recent attack on BC tributed to the team would be
football. BC executive viceavailable for displaced freshmen.
president Frank Campanella has
empty
The Heights plan will see to it
stated that he agrees heartily with that these cars will be issued to
The Heights' stand on football and Heights editors and staff members,
is quoted as saying, "If they want to due mainly to the fact that no
be the people responsible for freshmen will be removed.
As of this writing the football
destroying football on campus, well,
we want to let 'em."
team is negotiating with the univerThe selection of Alumni Field sity on the possibility of still playing
was also the result of much input games. In the event of a pro-football
Inside
from The Heights' staff. Editor-inruling. The Heights has promised
Depths

Wanted:

News Writers
to fill
spaces like
this one.
The

$7 SODA
47

Find it yourself.

in The Depths Office
"'worst bargain on campus"
V
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EVENTS

October 16-22

MONDAY16
McElroy Lobby: Mass PIRG

Refunds. Also Ron lacobucci
MemorialT-Shirts ($4).
12:00 p.m. National Brotherhood
Day. Bring an inferior to lunch.
2:00 p.m. SOB Senate, Cushing
2345.
4-30 p.m. Meeting of the SOM
Honors Program, UGBC Office.
5:00 p.m. Food Fight, McElroy Dining Hall.
6:00 p.m. UGBC Arson Committee,
McGuinn Foyer
7:30-12:00 p.m. Tappa Kegga Bru,
Rathskellar.

TUESDAY17

\u25a0The Depths

11:30 p.m. Kampus Krusade for
Khrist meeting to choose a Grand
Dragon, Carney 004.

5:00 p.m. Final Meeting of the
UGBC Suicide Committee,
McElroy Dining Hall.
5:30 Repulse will disembowel a
MM WEDNESDAY horse, McGuinn sth floor
lounge.
7:30 p.m. UGBC Arson Committee,
Murray House.
8:00 p.m. Cultural Committee presents Generalissimo Francisco
Franco in Roberts Center.
8:00 p.m. Free University "SubverMcElroy Lobby: Saturday Night sive Activities" in Campion
Specials on sale.
Auditorium.
3:00 p.m. S&M Senate, Campion 10:00 p.m.
3:00 a.m. Floating
007.
Poker Game, St. Mary's.
3:00 p.m. Asian Flu at the Infirmary. Must purchase tickets in
RIDAY
advance.
4:30 p.m. Associationfor Women in
Housekeeping, Resume workshop,
Fulton 316.
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6:00 p.m. Introductory training of
UGBC Suicide Committee,
kamikaze division, Gasson rooftop.
Be prompt.

6:00 p.m. WZBC 90.3 FM presents
"Shaun Cassidy: a Retrospective,"
McElroy Lobby: Football betting highlights of the rock superstar's
cards on sale.
career.
12:00 p.m. Fr. Monan makes a rare 8:00 p.m. Free University's "Atomic
appearance on campus.
Warfare" in McGuinn 233.
4:00 p.m. Repulse Organizational 11:00 p.m. Kampus Krusade for
Meeting. All are welcome
Khrist sponsors seminar on Race
4:30 p.m. Style-less, BC's oldest Relations in Murray House.
illiterate college mag., will hold a Suitable attire.
remedial English class in their
office.
6:00 p.m. UGBC Arson Committee,
Campion.
8:00 p.m. Tic One on With Ron,
Cushing Lou/ige, Newton.
8:00 p.m. Bingo at St. Mary's
Cathedral.
10:00 p.m. Boston Tea Party, McElroy Lobby: Positions on the
Boston Harbor.
Board of Trustees for sale.

1
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LUSH'S

Liquor Paradise
"We get you MORE drunk for LESS money"

ifflfffifl

MHH

Another fine

-

gallon

5 gal. drum
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ARE YOU PREGNANT and
not married?! Well, we TOLD you

so. Catholic Church, Inc.
MEETING of all those who
sinned this week, Sunday, 4:30, St.
Bodacious Church. FREE WINE.
Come and get drunk.
MEN!!! Ready for a change?!!
Then why not spend your junior
year abroad in France. It may cost
you less than you think! For more
info, contact OSPAR.
MEETING of Procrastination
Committee, UGBC, has been postponed indefinitely.
HAVING TROUBLE budgeting
your time? Finding it impossible to

*

tact Larry, Paul, or Kate at X 3490.

22

2:00 p.m. Free University presents
Raymond Patriarca, speaking on

"White Collar Crime."
2:30 p.m. Women's Resource
Center sponsors a Wet T-Shirt
Contest, McElroy 213.
3:00 p.m. Hiehgtz' Preefrooding.
4:30 p.m. Psychology Caucus. Topic
of discussion: "The Application and
Use of Powder."
8:00 p.m. Gay/Lesbian Seminar on
"Throat Culture Technique." All
are welcome to come.

because your GPA seems too low
for a quality medical school? Well,
finally, tin OFFER you've been
WAITING for!! CIA assassins for
hire. Knock off the competition. See
OSPAR for more info, and bring
bucks.
NOW! FREE!! Photographs of a
real Board of Trustees meeting. See
for yourself what the Trustees are
UP to! Not for the squemish. Now
available thru Bridge Magazine.
FREE VOLVO given away to
faculty memberwho has best excuse
for needing one. Contact you-knowwho at you-know-where and bring
you-know-what.
FBI will be conducting secret
intelligence surveyance in the
McElroy foyer next Monday. (Shhhhhhhhhhhfihhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh,

we're not supposed to tell).
South African military forces are
now recruiting mercenaries.
Individuals with criminal records
preferred. No WZBC, please.

Q7<=

House

per liter

presents

Friday...
A Boring Musician
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Classifieds

8:00-1:00 a.m. Hookers at GOING TO FLORIDA during
Christmas vacation? Personal belongO'Connell House.
ings need protecting? Be sure to let US
9:00-6:00 a.m. St. Ignatius' pre- know.
Ken Smith Detective Agency.
confession back-to-school bash.
10:00 p.m. Mass Purge, Leon LOOKING FOR A SAFE JOB?!
Trotsky, Director.
We're pulling one on Thursday. Con-

O'Connell

Just

dallstonß
^
B
P^SOl^^^^H
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secretariat

Announcements

all your work done? Need to be
at two places at one time? Well, why
not look into cloning yourself!!!
FREE info on how to do it in
exchange for any info YOU may
have. Contact Fr. Hanrahan, Dean
of Students Office, X3470.
PRE-MEDS!! Discouraged

chateau
6010
A a

McElroy Lobby: Contraceptives on
sale.
10:30-4:30 p.m. Free Valium, Infirmary. Stock up for the weekend.
7:00 p.m. Free University "Masturbation" in Campion Auditorium.
7:00 & 9:00 p.m. Film Board presents "Linda Lovelace Meets the
Three Stooges," McGuinn
Auditorium.
9:00-9:12 p.m. UGBC Social Commute presents Yoko Ono in a rare
acoustic performance, $4.

get

Brighton Vineyards

Specially priced at
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compiled by

Saturday...
Another Boring BC
Musician
Sunday...
A Boring Movie

YOUNG, FEMALE BABYSITTER
needed to work one night a week. Am
rich, important man who usually works
late. References, personal interview
required. Contact R. Polanski, Paris,
France.
FOR GOOD TIME call 637-1234.
SWINGING comedian wishes to meet
wild, uninhibited audience. Bring Cool
Whip.

LOST: God. Last seen Everywhere on
Tuesday. Will finder please return to
The Vatican, P.O. Box 666, Rome, Italy. Reward.
WANTED: Pope. Interview,
reverences required. Would improve
your chances if you know Somebody.

WANTED: Man to lay Linoleum. Will
pay up to $50|hour. Must be
experienced. Write Carol L. PO Box F-57.

LOST: Mantra. Lost

on Green Line
somewhere between Park Street &
Riverside. Will finder please return to
POBoxE-134. Reward.

CAN'T DECIDE where to go on your
Christmas vacation? Think you can't
afford a holiday this year? Would you
like to go somewhere really cheap?
Well, bug off then, you stinking
poverty-stricken vat of wombat dew.

WANTED: Man to feed pets. No

experience necessary. For the man who
likes to really get into his job. Apply in
person around feeding time. First
come, first served. Northwick Wild
Animal Farm.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS. Now.
An offer you can't refuse. Tactical
nuclear weapons, 3 for $100! Make
excellent conversation pieces at parties.
Satisfaction guaranteed or yourmoney
back. Contact CS at X3490.

Taking the
ISAT?
We'll give you
answers and
help you cheat
Proven Helpful
By Thousands

Crib's
Law Review
Seminars

..
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The Depths

Interview:- St. Gabriel?s Students Speak Out

Now that the semester is almost
half over. The Depths felt it was
time to visit the poor, deceived
freshmen who are sequestered
against their will at the inhuman St.
Gabriel's Monastary. They have
had time to guage theirfeelings and
reactions to living there, so The
Depths went to do an interview. The
complete transcript of an interview
with one unfortuante resident
follows.
D- Depths
US - Unfortunate Student
D So, you unfortunate student,
how horrible is it here? I know it
must be a traumatic nightmare to be
at this hole.

-

D - Ah HA! The food is barely plague-like situation here with an
thawed out, you say! You've burned incredible number of disgusting
D Seriously, though you hate it' your tongue because it is si cold, bugs, right?
more than anyplace else you've ever haven't you? The gravy's always
US - No, I haven't seen any. We
been, right? You'reready to sue BC coagulated, isn't it? Well?
have roaches, but not the kind that
for sticking you here, aren't you?
US - It's nothing like that either. crawl around.
US - No, no, not at all, it's Occasionally the chicken isn't as
D Oh. You don't wake up in the
nothing like that at all. I really can't warm as it should be, but that's all. night covered with bugs?
complain that much. Sometimesthe
D. - Now, of course you have a
US - Nope.
food is
D - The food! Of course, the food!
Most of your friends are laid up
with botulism, right? And you
haven't gone to sleep without a
stomach ache yet, right?
US No, I can't say that anything
like that has happened here. It may
be a little cold now and then, but...
The Office of Student Programs
The Alpha-Kappa-Alpha
and Racehorses announced today (A.X.A.) Service Organization will
that several new campus organiza- provide aliases for students
requesting them.
tions have been formed.
Delta-Delta-Delta Fraternity
The Alpha -Sigma-Sigma Preeither the time or the place to conflict with his schedule," he said. (3D) is devoted to the art of movie Proctology Honors Fraternity will
"There are always those responsible viewing 24 hours a day. The frater- meet somewhere near the backdoor.
few who ignore our pleas and show nity provides brothers the opporThe Knute Rockne Honor
Society has been created to honor
up to help." Discussed at the next tunity to experience the psychomeeting will be a return engagement visual thrill of "Tunnel-Vision". that elite group of scholarship
by the dynamic duo of Jonathan The frat brothers reside in the proathletes whose G.P.A.'s don't have
Edwards and Kenny Rankin.
jection room of the Chestnut Hill a - in front of them.
Cinema.
The F nuncially-Marketed
Vice President for Academic
Q-T-TT Sorority has been Resume Society has been created to
Affairs Pat Whynot has approached formed to create some semblance of advance SOM students in their
several administrators about a social life for female math and career goals, specifically, to give
Internship possibilities in this area. computer-science majors. A comthem some organization whose
She supports full academic credit to puter number is the only condition membership's purpose is to give
be given toward the Master's for membership besides an 800 on then an activity on their resume.
Degree in Philosophy. Whynot
SAT Math.
The Elevator Union aids students
announced over three people on the
The SPOCK Honor Society has in developing skills that will benefit
list of "friendly faculty," and been created to honor those students them in the real world, specifically,
pledged her full attention to this who have demonstrated exceptional "How to stare at the numbers in the
matter once she has the time to get ability in defeatingthe computer at elevator", and the advanced section
around to it. Her most recent proStar-Trek.
on "Surviving Skyscrapers."
ject has been the completion of a
The Chemical Philosophy Caucus Members should have some prior
Gut Course Critique, available only will gather bi-weekly to discuss the experience
with
basic
to UGBC members.
effects of Cocaine and LSD on claustrophobic behavior.
eschatology.
US Oh, I wouldn't say that. Its

not really that

-

..
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An atrocity, an imprisonment, a
death trap. That's what St.
Gabriel's means to the students
who live here, as we have seen for
ourselves.

Part-Time

JOBS

UGBC Reports
Since UGBC announced last
September 13 the first meeting of its
newly-established Apathy Committee, response has been "absolutely underwhelming," according
to Chris Greenhorne, chairperson of
the committee. "Fifteen people
originally signed up," Greenhorne
said, "and only seven were able to
attend our disorganizational
meeting last Wednesday." Chris
himself had been unable to attend
the meeting, because he hadn't been
told about it by the Communications Committee.
Greenhorne hopes evenmore people will be unable to attend his next
meeting. It will be held at the office
on Friday at 11:00 p.m. Chris hopes
this will be very inconvenient for
everyone involved. "I hope that if
anyone is not unable to attend this
meeting that he would let me know
well in advance, so that I can change

Heterosexuality Under Attack at BC
- I came here as an old maid and by

God I'll leave here one," "My F.A.
said that after all those years in
Catholic boy's schools, the guys
just went wild. Why, just last week
two of them said hello to me!" and
"My moral standards are too high,
and would you mind torching this
roach for me?"
Oneof the most demanding facets
of being a heterosexualis putting up
with all sorts of stereotypes. Macho
Dolt, a well known heterosexual,
told me some of the ones he has
heard. "Well, all of the guys are
supposed to be six foot four, have
massive arms legs and chest, have a
bronze 'Greek God from a Bottle'
tan, and attack anything female. It
just irked me that we've got to put
up with that nonsense - it's sort of
like NBC saying The Godfather had
nothing to do with Italians."
Girls are also subject to these
types of descriptions. "It's awful,"
began Lolita Humbert, a professed
hetero and early education major.
"All of us are supposed to have
large breasts, shapely legs and rear

"It is quite a problem. As more
and more of today's students are
into this whole heterosexual thing,
they are looking much harder and
longer at marriage as an alternative
lifestyle. But the whole thing's
getting out of hand. Do you realize
that there are kids out there - guys
and girls - having sex for the first
and they're
time right now
married!! The entire moral fiber of
our society is going right down the

..

tubes!"
It has been difficult to assess the
extent of this phenomenon among
BC students or alumni. An alarming
number, however, have been
resorting to this radical way of living. "Yea, we're worried," admitted
one Admissions official. "Parents
hear of the activities of our grads,
and they get scared. No one wants
their kids going to a school that
produces social deviants."

A campus wide crackdown on
heterosexuals, as a result of the
above problem, is expected soon.
However, my fellow heterosexuals
and I will persevere. We are not
"sick"; we are thinking, feeling
human beings like everyone else.
Take heart, comrades, for the day
may soon come when males and
females will be allowed to hold
hands in public without attracting
angry glares and biting slurs.

Well, thank you for your

make it through the year alive.

OSPAR Announces
New Organizations

-

-

cooperation, and I hope that you

Learn how to
sail while
making big
money!!

All you have to
dois sail our
cargo boats from

Colombia to an

unknown spot
on the Florida
coast. Once we
have collected
our payment,
you get nice old
CASH!
That's right -

CASH!
NO TAXES!
Contact Vinnie
or Enrico between
12pm and 3am,
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Voices From The Dustbowl
by Kevin Sharp

What do you think of the Heights Revue?

quarters, totally perfect "complexions, and bedroom eyes. These non-

heterosexuals just have no idea of
what it's really like." A final note
on the subject: as one male hetero
put it, "Those female stereotypes
must be wrong -1 sure as
hell
haven't seen anything like that
strolling around!"
There is another heterosexual
related problem rampant these
days, and it is in no way confined to
the BC campus. All across the
country, male/female couples have
been "doing it,"and more are all
the time. I am, of course, referring
to the problem of pre-sexual
marriage. Church officials are in a
frenzy over what to do about this
matter, as I found out in an interview with Rev. Frederick Neecha,
assistant to the Assistant Dean for
Affairs to be Kept Quiet.

Jeff Dornenburg - Too many
words. Not enough cartoons.
Needs more three frame cartoons
without punchli.ies. I came, I saw,
I drew. Knowledge is not virtue, it
is Max.

Photographs by Rory Fields

Don Nathan - / definitely like the
satire. It's realfunny. Sometimes I
even laugh out loud. Then my
roommate looks at me real
strange. Yea. I guess it's all right.

James Yon Hendy - Hallelujah
man! Another shit question and 1
get to answer it! Who gives a
damn, 1 mean like who reads it?
Even freshpeople know it's shit. It
needs more spherical analysis, dig?

Z. Cat / just read it to see my
name in print, you know? But, like,
I'm so wired by the time it comes
out, man, that I forget my name.
screw Mick Jagger if he
Hey
can't take a joke.

-
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The Depths

editorial

Stupid Decision
Next week, the Boston College Administration will be making a maior
policy decision on something we know nothing about. The Depths is
forced to come out and firmly oppose the Administration's decision.
We feel that it would be horrible for this school to follow the as yet
unknown course of action. Similar decisions in the past have led to
detrimental conditions for the University, as far as we can guess. It is
high time the Administration paid heed to the student body at Boston
College, for we will not toleratemany more actions of this type, whatever
that may turn out to be.
It is the duty and responsibility of each and every BC student to actively oppose the upcoming decision. Even though no one knows what it is,
an all out effort on the part of the student body is necessary if we are to
cast off the shackles of uncooperative, irresponsible and unknown
administrative actions.
We also call upon the UGBC, particularly President Larry Byron, to
take the lead role in this fight. Despite their complete ignorance in this
affair, it is up to UGBC to provide the students with firm and decisive
leadership in this whole atrocity. This is a responsibility that Mr. Byron
assumed when he took over office, and it is a responsibility he should
work hard at to fulfill.
Finally we appeal to Dr. Campanella. We appeal to his sense of fair
play and justice in changing this unfortunate decision. In appealing,
however, The Depths reminds Dr. Campanella of the 3000 students who
argued with him last December: it can be done again.No one knows what
you will do, but rest assured that we will make a snap judgment against
it.

READERS AGAINST ?EM
Tenure
Dear Editor:
I have been a professor here for
the past seven years. I am extremely
popular with all my students. I tell
jokes in class, give easy assignments, have unlimited office hours
and give make-ups for tests any student misses or fails. The students
even gave me good ratings on the
course evaluation forms.
It is a mystery to me, therefore,
why the University failed to grant
me tenure. They claimed some
bullshit like not publishing. I have
had four jokes accepted for
"Campus Humor in Reader's
Digest, and am currently the quiz
page editor of Highlights magazine.
(Over 45 "Can You Spot This? "
pictures to my credit.) With such a
record, there must be a further
reason for my denial.
The Administration, since my
arrival at BC, has done nothing but
harrass me and restrict my
academicfreedom. That is why I've
decided to come crying to the student newspaper. I figure some of
you will run around and get
signatures on a petition of support
and that sort of thing.
Heinrich Goldstein
Mr. Goldstein is currently
translating Mem Kampf into
Hebrew.

Editor?s

another editorial

Whither Apathy?
We live in an age of turmoiland unrest. This is mainly due to the outrageous involvement of students in worthwhileactivities. This deplorable
practice must cease. I harken back to the peaceful and uplifiting days of
the 1950"s when students only protested to their parents to gel the family
car. only raised there hands up in class, and only petitioned for beer runs.
What we need on this campus is more unconstructive apathy.
Motivational absence. We can't have people constantly running around
yelling about this and that justifiable cause. People are worrying and
fretting instead of graduating and getting jobs and giving large alumni
contributions to their alma mater.
Toward this end. 1 wish to make an important announcement. Starting
Monday in the Philosophy Department, we will offer Qynamic Conciousness Reducing Sessions, and 1 encourage anyone andeveryone with
any conciousness or sensitivity to attend. Our message to you young people is to be narrow.
Conciousness reducing is only one way to spread apathy.Apthy is easily spread amongyou through such basic concepts as. "So what do you
want to do today?" and,"I don't know. What do you want to do today?"
and even. "I don't know. There's never anything to do around here."
Apathy as a lifestyle in an increasingly important facet of the campus
environment. So don't be tale folks, procrastinate.

Response

To the Editor:
Seldom - no, never - in my life
have I witnessed a display of
simpleminded thimblemindedness
as complete as the parody of The
Heights appearing in this issue.
How. could I, as editor-in-chief,
have allowed this herd of jabbernowls to humiliate this school's
newspaper, tearing an unknown
number ofcockles from the straight,
true hearts of 8477 (according to
Dr. Campanella) undergraduates.
Why must 1 always seek to destroy
things? I shouldconsider myself fortunate to be able to attend a school
like Boston College. So why do I,
with my childish sense of values,
allow others to pick on popes, preps
and pigskin propellers?
I think it's about time I stood
back and took a long, hard look at
that fungal mass of garbage I call a
newspaper. Things had better
change soon, or I just might come
down to my office and punch my
face in.
Paul McPartland

Editor-in-chief

The Heights
Editor's note: Anytime,
McPartland. I can wipe up thefloor
with me.

The Depths
is looking
for trivial
incidents
that we can
blow way
out of
proportion

Not Pleased
To the Editor:
! can't stand your newspaper.
You all stink. PU. Paul
McFartman, can't you put a leash
on some of your writers. This
Features staff has got to go. Really.
I mean it. Don Nathan is the scum
of the earth. He just don't write
good. How dare he write some of
the things that he writes. The
papacy taken over by Beatlemania?
Ridiculous! Max for Homecoming
Queen? Absurd! Your articles really
are no good. You do everything
wrong. You should not be allowed
to do what you do. Don Nathan, in
particular, should not be; he's an
antithesis. How can you put up with
him. Did you ever. I really don't
know what to say. Sometimes I
think that it is a waste of time. It
really is. Well, I gotta go to the
bathroom now.
Brian E. Barriera
SOM '80
Editor's Note: Mr. Barriera is an
obvious asshole. Anyone who would
write such trash in a letter must
either be neurotic or writefor The

Dear Editor:
Bob Lemon really sucks. He really does. If I didn't give that old
wrinkle a good ball team he'd be
back coaching third base for the
Toledo Mud Hens. I hope a Reggie!
bar tears his dentures out.
Yours penitentially,
Billy Martin

More Junk
Dear Lou:
Who's on first?
Bud
Dear Editor:
Next time you guys print
anything I don't like, I'm going to
build a parking garage in your
mouth. Print a red fist about that
one.
Dr. Frank Campanella
Dear Keith:
We know you're kidding. The
joke's over now, allright?
'
The Who

More Ten ure

Heights.

Assorted Garbage
Dear Editor:
Boy, did you guys ever fail hook,
line and sinker!!
Jonathan Edwards
Kenny Rankin
Dear Editor:
Hey! No one wrote anything
derogatory or tasteless about me
last week. What gives?
J. Donald Monan, S.J.
Dear Editor:
Rich Scudellari was a Rhodes
Scholar and a football player. So
there!
Guess Who??
Dear Editor:
Could you please write nasty
things about us? (Shut up, man, I'm
writing a letter to the Depths)
Sorry. You see, no one ever listens
to us, and the University has a lot of
dough invested in our equipment.
(That's the last match, man, be
careful). They like to see some student interest in the station. We're
somewhere on the FM dial, a little
past Mars.
WZBC
Dear Editor:
Thanks for putting in a funnies
section. Now The Depths is truly a
paper for all students.
Guess Who Again??

To the Editor:
In order to establish my superior
intelligence, I will first use a big
word. "Eleemosynary."
That feels better. As you will note
from the letterhead on the
stationery, the Ph.D. following my
signature and the amount of time I
am taking to come to the point, I
am an Assistant Professor of
History here at Collegium
Bostoniense. As such, I have very
little use for vulgar, half literate
undergraduatenewspapers.
On this particular occasion,
however, I feel the community
would benefit from a little vapid
intellectualizing on the subject of
commuter parking. But the thought
of my name appearing among all
those alternately nasty and boring
articles you print still daunts me. 1
simply cannot bring myself to
express my opinions here. You and
yourentire staff are welcometo visit
me in Carney basement on the off
chance you'd like to know what a
real smart person who has spent the
last twelve years studying Flemish
tapestries thinks about big car/
small car parking. I plan to be giving out B-'s on midterms all Tuesday afternoon and will be happy to
talk to you then.
Yours for tenure,
Dr. Asa Plagiarist, Ph. D.
Assistant Professor
Department of History
Boston College

The Depths
founded 1978, established 1978
Depths Staff
Sick-puppy in Chief
Demented Sicko
Crazed Wild Man
Space Commander
Diseased Mind
Maniac
Wonder Woman Look Alike
Not Jerry Garcia
Neurotic Dwarf
Homicidal Killer
Aged Veteran
Wiley Wombat
Last
Next Time

Don Nathan
Brian Barriera
Tony Fote
Jeff Dornenburg
James Von Hendy
John Long
Jim Buchanan
Z Cat
Brian Donovan
Steve Reynolds
John Mitchell
Jonathan Smith
Kevin Mulcahey
Ned Taste

This issue is dedicated .0 the few people at BC who can laugh at

ythemselves.

'
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ASK

Mark
Tuler

Dear Toni:
Many of us in the reading audience have
serious doubts concerning the validity of
such columns as these, and want to know if
it is really the readers who submit these
questions, or is it in fact us the writers?
JoeDoe
Dear J.D.,
No, really, I don't think bestiality should
be illegal. It is close-minded prudes like you
who prevent us creative artists from fulfilling our basic needs. Remember, only the
good die young. So let's get with it.
Bestiality is cool.
Dear Toni,
I have a problem. It's that I just can't find
a good gut theology. Everyone claims that
almost all of them are guts, yet I've taken
four already and have withdrawn from them
all because they were too hard. Will this
affect my chances of getting into BC Law?
Laughable Larry
Dear L.L.,
No, I serious doubt if he would. I've heard
through the grapevine that he gets into
whips, leather, mashed potatoes, nun s
habits, etc., but whetherhe's ever considered
helicopter propellers is, according to my

TONI
sources, up in the air. And, no, Paul does not

associate with him frequently; just when he
has the need.

Dear Toni,
I have a problem. My lawnmower is
broken and my foot vard is getting quite
unsightly. Should I borrow my neighbor's
power mower or wait until mine is repaired?
Tawdry Turf
Dear T.T.,
You obviously go for thekinkier sides of
sex. That wife of yours must be ready to
divorce you on the grounds of cruel and
unusual pleasure.
Dear Toni,
You really must be sick!! People write
you these innocent letters, and you reply
with these perverse, sexually laden pieces of
insanity! I'll bet you don't dare send this
stuff home to your mother!
Disgusted

Dear Disgusting,
An obvious Oedipus Complex is at play
here. Don't be alone with your mother or
else explain things to your dad and get him
to leave.

Concert Slated
Larry "Arnold" Benedict has announced
to The Depths a preview of the upcoming

UGBC concert(s).'

First, the committee has slated the Rolling Stones to appear on theroof of Higgins.
In the event that Keith Richardsis sentenced
to the electric chair by Canadian authorities
for possession of I| 100th gram of cocaine,
Larry has the Who booked - provided they
don't find out that Keith Moon is dead. In
that case, the Allman Brothers Band will
play in Roberts Center, if Gregg wakes up.
If they can't run enough Dexedrine into him,
Bob Dylan is scheduled as their stand-in.
\u25a0However, divorce proceedings to decidewho
will retain custody of the copper dome in the
Dylan home may be that day, in which case
Carly JSimon Will appear in the Gasson

elevator. If Ms. Simoncan't bring herself to
play in fron of that many people. Black Oak
Arkansas will come to Boston. They may
not find the way, though, so The Blend will
be rockin' out in the dustbowl. If no one
comes, Aztec 2-Step and the Lost Planet
Airman will fill in. If no one comes. Led
Zepplin will be in the Rat. However, if the
band can not survive their obligatory random assaults on concert personnel, Peter
Frampton will replace them. Unless he
doesn't get top billing, in which case the 10
years late Jug Band will be in the Quad. If
for some reason the Jugs can't come, Larry
promises that his mom, Mrs. Benedict, will
be on the 3:15 Newton bus doing her
favorite Marie Osmond hits. Happy listening.

FOREIGNER

I've just finished mysecond bottle of Jack
Daniels tonight, combined with the three
joints, ten hits of valium, two lines of coke,
and a bottle of Drano I consumed earlier in
the evening should put me in the right frame
of mind for this review, man. Like,
Foreigner, what is this shit, man? More
heavy-metal junk being put off as rock'n
roll, man.
I need some more coke, man. Shit, I'm
horny, but like here I am writing a review of
some shit album, man. It's not like I was
reviewing anything good, man. Like,
remember Quicksilver Messenger Service,
man. Yea, like Frieberg was hot then man. I
remember going to the Tea Party to see
them after dropping acid, man. I was
spaced, jman. Like the Mass Pike was full of
these giant rabbits man. Yellow eyes, man.
Just like when I saw Humble Pie at the
Fillmore, man. Drove all the way down to

fucking New York on speed with this dud
called Captain Marvel, man. Freaky dude,
like he had no teeth,man. Blue L.T.D. drove
eighty five all the way down, man. Fuckin
cops, though, man. Fuckin gave us a ticket
in Meriden, man, but like he was so fucking
dumb, man, couldn't tell we were speeding,
man.
I want some more coke, man. Just loosen
my mind, man. Ether, yea, like I could dig
some ether, man.Like, sniffing glue, man. I
remember when my big brother gave me
some, man, listening to Country Joe and just
laughing, man. Good stuff, man. Those were
the days man, like Woodstock, man. I mean
like Alvin Lee was tremendous, man, fucking great man. But, I'll tell you, a tot ofmud
there, man. Lot of mud, man. None of this
Foreigner shit, Hot Blooded, man. What a
fucking joke, man. I want more coke, man.

Son Out of Season
On Thursday night, October 12, the
Humanities Series sponsored the first ofits
Dustbowl poetry readings as Rod McKuen
made his first east coast appearancesince he
discovered his father some months ago.
McKuen came to talk about having discovered "the old man," to read from his
"poems," and to try to sing a few more.
Unlike many of the recent high brow affairs
that have earned the Humanities Series a
poor name among the general BC illiterates,

who are more interested in a few beers and
laughs at someone else's expense, McKuen's
event was well attended despite the fact that
the only refreshments served by Fr.
Sweeney's able assistant, Peter, were apple
cider and cranberry juice. There were many
laughs at McKuen's expense, and many
"outside" refreshments. McKuen refused
BC's generous offer of McGuinn
auditorium, preferring instead to rant and
continued on page 12

Best Births of 1978

The past year nas seen a oumper

births, which means that someonewas doing
a lot of something. In keeping with the long
standing Depths Revue tradition, we present
the best of these births and a fun little note
saying a little something extra.
Louise Brown: Louise who? Of course
everyone remembers the little tyke born in
England this year. Her mother's name was
Pyrex Brown, her father's Hypodermic
Syringe Brown. Louise is a real pretty little
baby. She has two glass eyes (Mom broke
during birth) and a needle nose (Dad broke,
too). Louise plans to become a genetic
engineer so she can have a family of her own
some day. Louise's mom and dad are now
working as a Welch's Grape Jelly jar and a
heroin addict's best friend, respectively.
Indira Calcutta: The second test tube
baby, born to a sacred cow and a Care
Package, has plans for a big future in begging, malnutrition and over-populating.
Indira, who likes to be called "Artificial
Child-Node of the Swarming Sub Continent", suddenly developed a strange affinity
for chemical reactions and newly born baby

girls in England.
Betty Ford: Gotta hand it to the old bird,
she's had the best rebirth since Elvis Presley
died

Alice Jones; This eight pound, four ounce
baby girl was born to Mr. and Mrs. Edward
M. Jones. There were no complications at
birth, andAlice is due to go homeat the end
of this week. Alice's older sister is looking
forward to the event, saying "I always
wanted a baby sister".
Pope John Paul I: Oops! Not yet!
Ken and Barbie: the newborn twins of
Mattel Company products David and Julie
(Nixon) Eisenhower are reportedly comfortable and marketable.Grandpa Richard was
exuberant over the birth of the two constituents. In an exclusive interview with the
Depths Revue, Gramps said, "Watergate? I
never been there. I never was President. I'm
a used car salesman."
Jim Rice. Jr.: First born son of the Boston
Red Sox slugger, this hefty bambino is
nicknamed "MVP", after Ron Guidry of
the New York Yankees. Jimmy Jr. is going
to be a real bright kid, sinceall signs seem to
point that way. His first words, according to
the proud mother, were "Look! The little
one is bigger!"
Lulabelle Wallace (we think): Lulabelle,
daughter of Cornelia Wallace, is a fine
healthy child of six months by now. Just
don't tell George, all right?

.

Men Behind The News

Hi everbody! We're the Heights Revue
and we'd like to get to know you, too! To
better acquaint our readers with the zany
characters we have writing in this section, it
is only fitting that we introduce ourselves in
these character summaries. As you read
along and meet us, keep in mind that we'd
like to meet you, too, so why not drop by
some timeand chat? For obvious reasons we
will list our "cast of contributors" in order
of their importance to the section. I'm
hope you all are too!
excited
I.) Jeff "The Saint" Dornenburg
Six
feet two with proper posture, five feet six
with normal posture. Ninety pounds,
generally a weakling. Ever famous for his
Max cartoon strip, Jeff likes fast cars and
odd shaped fruits and vegetables. A zealot
disciple of Albert Camus, Jeffs favorite
quote is, "Clap for the Wolfman."
Five feet
2.) Tony "Lumberjack" Fote
eight inches, ninety pounds, generally
greasy. Saying Tony is of below average
intelligencewould be an obscene understatement. Enjoys camping (because he likes to
flatuate inside of zipped up tents) and running over children on his ten speed. His
favorite quote is, "Eat more possum."
3.) Donny "Osmond" Nathan
Five
feet nine inches, ninety pounds. Generally a
weakling. Don is incredibly conceited. He
likes purple socks, rubbing olive oil on his
pectoral muscles and looking in the mirror,
and flouncing. Don is the editor of the
Revue section, and thinks that it's a big deal
or something. Don's quote is, "Get down
uh uh get down tonight
tonight
Babay."
4.) Jimmy "The Greek" Yon Hendy
Five feet eleven inches, ninety pounds.
Weakling with sadistic tendencies. Jim likes
to pick things out of his moustache while
conversing and eat them (especially around
girls because he likes to see the faces they
make) and wearing three piece suits. Jim's
favorite quote is, "I most certainly am not
gay!"
six feet,
5.) Brian "Che" Barreira
eighty nine pounds, weakling. Also known
as "Poor Brian," our buddy has no mind
left. Absolutely none whatsoever. Enjoys
cleaning his hands and face in a Jacuzzi and
shaving rodents. Brian's favorite quote is,

..

..

.

...

.

..

...

.

"I'd rather write than twitch!"
6.) Brian "Dimples" Donovan
five
feet ten inches, ninety pounds, weakling.
Brian is a transfer student who is bent on
proving that farmers know how to write. He
enjoys listening to Jim Neighbors music and
chewing on weeds. Brian's favorite quote is,
"Watcha wheya you putta outa you
cigaretta, mamma mia, they goza nutha
threea hundreda dolla liesurea suit!"
7.) Z. "Pseudonym" Cat ... six feet tall,
ninety pounds, weakling, sportsfan. Z.
likes his weekly trips to the
analyst, his methadone in the
and
his
morning
evening
tranquilizer. Z. has worshipped the
Quaker Oats god since he was six, and this is
the reason for his favorite quote, "Nothing
is betterfor thee than me."
8.) John "The Duke" Mitchell...six feet,
twenty seven inches, ninety pounds, weakling, sex offender. John enjoys double parking (so he can hide in the bushes and look at
the backs of meter maidknees as they reach
across to put the ticket under the windshield
wiper), window shopping in Brighton and
Somerville and croquet. John's favorite
quote is, "I will balance the budget by 1980.

.

..
.

.. .. . . .
..
.

9.) Jim "The Mule" Buchanan
five
feet three inches, ninety-one pounds, weakling, hates young squirrels. Jim enjoys
bathing with his pet iguana, and has never
been known toturn down a Kaopectate Sour
when offered. His favorite quote is, "Alms
for the poor
please sir, be charitable
alms for the poor?"
10.) John "Dontake" Long
five feet
six and one half inches, two hundred forty
pounds, weakling, X.X.X. advocate. John
enjoys the smell of burning tufts of hair,
scratching his ass, and picking his nose.
John's most famous quote is, "I was born
that way."
five feet
II.) Kevin '"82" Mulcahy
even, forty eight pounds, weakling, pygmy.
Kevin is incredibly arrogant for a freshman.
Kevin enjoys feeding his pet turtle, blowgun
design, and scalping French poodles.
Kevin's favorite quote is, "Ifyou gut dc gad
damn thing .. flont it bavy!"
Well, there you have it folks, we're looking forward to seeing you soon!

.

..
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It?s About Time, Dept.

Featured Athletic

Football Team Triumphs
In what could only be described This fact allowed the Eagles to comas "It's about time" the Boston plete a few passes, run the ball a
couple of times, and kick a field
College Eagles won their first footgoal. Thirdly, the Dollar Signs
ball game of the season with the topranked Newton Pop Warner Dollar could not seem to overcome their
compulsive fumbling problem. It
Signs.
The win came as a bigger surprise seemed their quarterback had
than anyone will admit. Coach greased hands or something. "I can
Chlebek needed a seventh-game vichold the ball if I know the moneys
there," was the after-game comtory badly. Rumors had been circulating around the campus for
ment made by the Dollar Signs
several days that the point spread quarterback.
After the half the second half
would be greater than seventeen.
Without a doubt many bets were began. The twenty-five in attenlost as the Eagles squeaked by the dance were happy with the 7-6 lead
Dollar Signs with'a mere point but uneasy at the sight of BC doing
nothing but run, much like BC
being the difference.
Three things were responsible for teams of the past. Through the third
the BC win. First, the Dollar Signs quarter neither team could mount a
fielded a team of twelve year olders. threat. When Dollar Sign captain
Whenever the Signs got a drive and outstanding guard Tom
underway, a BC wooly mammoth Speeding was killed in a tackle the
wouldcrush him. Secondly, the field Eagles' chances of winning were
was only half the regulation size. doubled.

The rest of the game was fairly
uneventful as the Dollar Signs
fumbled away their chances of victory. The Big Maroon Machine
annihilated the green youngsters
with some tight offensive play. The
Dollar Signs managed a brief rally
in the final seconds but BC managed
to hang on to their one point lead.
The Newton field looked and
sounded as though a funeral was
taking place after the game. The
somber Dollar Signs straggled slowly to their father's BMW's,
Mercedes, and Lincolns, each
player resolving to eat more steaks.
The BC bus was another story.
Laughter and cheer were the order
of the day as the beer flowed freely.
Coach Chlebek beamed widely and
announced to anyone who would
listen, "This is the kind of football
team BC can produce. We oughta
be proud of 'em."

Son Out of Season
continuedfrom page 11

"Yes, see, sah. That hick on the
specifically for his BC appearance
rave and a gawdy red leisure suit with sandbox is mah long lost son. Ah
out in the Dustbowl on a raised platgold zig-zag trim. McKuen spent sure did miss him, didn'tah?'Yah'll
form that the' UGBC kindly most of the evening lying in his sand gotta believe it was a traumatic
provided for the occasion. Disliking pile on his side, leaning on his experience."
the hollow sound of the platform as elbow,- facing; -thej audience, and
As the evening wore on, the
he prance across it during practice reading his moving love poetry.
crowd \iy down in the grass and
"My flight is not away/not to or mud, under the haze of various
session in the afternoon, McKuen
had a ton of sand hauled in and from./ Above you below you
by collected smokes and sighed, and
dumped on the platform at his own the need to know you/and thereby oohed, and ahhed as McKuen read
expense. Lights were rigged from a come to know myself."
on as dreamily as he was able. As
central point in the tree right over
The crowd ate it up, calling for one member of the crowd giggled
the platform, and. at the last encore after encore, and begging between heart-sobs, it was "mellow,
minute, with the help of Heights McKuen to talk about his heartman, iike real mellow." Asked if the
Revue cartoonist J. Long, hundreds warming search for his father. HumanitiesSeries was going to conof Busch posters were taped Finally after much soppy prepara- tinue to appeal to the degenerate
together to form a romantic, tions and bursts of pathetic, masses at BC, Fr. Sweeney, the
lakefront backdrop. When the lights empathetic sobbing that convulsed Series director, replied evasively,
were switched on at eight, McKuen the audience, McKuen asked his "Well, someone asked if we could
pointed up and said, "i chase the sun father to stand up. A withered hulk get Kurt Vonnegut. I think that he
everywhere." The crowd cheered, of a man. in tattered jeans that may have some of the same wide
booed, and laughed.
looked like hand-me-downs from appeal, except that Vonnegut would
Dressed in an old pair of some mellow poet of the midhave to speak in a more controlled
dungarees purchased earlier in the seventies, stood in front of the environment - Alumni Stadium, for
afternoon at the Pennsylvania Co. crowd-and waved his brandy sniffer. example."

Supporter

Jock?s The One
Four years ago, a small, wiry
senior at Don Bosco High sat in the
stands on a blustery November
afternoon, and cheered his tearri on
to a losing cause. He was alone. He
was cold. He was Jock McDowell,
cheerleader, fan, and mascot all
rolled up in one, because, because,
(shudder), Don Bosco had a losing
team. Only he turned out to watch
the games and support the team.
"Ya know," he whispered to me
over a beer at Mary Anne's, one of
his favoite week-end haunts," I
think it was watching football that
fall, and thinkin' that now I was
gonna go ta college that made me
wanna go ta BC I wannad ta be with
a winnah, ya know?"
Jock had a secret from his high
school days, a secret that he carried
with him when he came to the
Heights. He loved to watch, and
wanted to play, sports...
"But, like I could nevah get onna
team. It wouldda been freshman
year in high school that I tried ta
Yd t;«in,y
join
j went ta

One windy afternoon he had the
chance of a lifetime. One of Don
Bosco's best linemen left the field
with an ankle injury. Jock went into
the locker room with him, watched
him be carted off for x-rays, and.
without batting an eyelash, saw his
golden opportunity.
"I slipped inta his woahm duds,
see, and runs back onta the field like
I was the real Shannon, get it? First
play from scrimage I was laid up
real good-them pads went flyin'
everywhere."

Jock McDowell was in the
hospital two weeks; a broken hip
and leg and a dislocated shoulder
kept him from the sidelines for the
rest of the season. Was he discouraged? No. He wrote get well
cards to the struggling team. One by
one admiring players came in to see
their "little weasel." A legend was
born in its own time. Jock
McDowell became the team
mascot, and led the cheers for the
remainder of his high school days.
Jock brought all of his
enthusiasm with him when he came
to Boston College, but it had been

...

The Association of
Nurds in Management

Come to the

Golden
Flashlight
MEETING Restaurant
will hold its first

Saturday at 3pm
at

outrageous prices for

(location may be

mediocre food that
you should be
served anyway."

Alumni
Stadium
changed to Fenway
Park if more
space is needed)

"Where you pay

BC Dining Services
We're more than
an upset stomach

-

Kevin

R.

Sharp
Jock McDowell relaxes for interview
practice, but like I was too short, tempered by tnree years of stoica
and I was a '90 pound weakling', ya resistance to losing. He came to BC
know? I got cut, so in ordah to be to root for a winner.
neah the team an' the action, I took
"Ya know, it's all right how ya

photographs. Ya oughta see the
ones in my Rezzy, ya know?"
We journeyed to Jock'sReservoir
apartment to view his sports
photographs. Relaxing in the
spacious living room, feet up on his
coffee table, his chair tilted back, a
cold Busch in hand, Jock nodded
around the room at the myriad of
action photos that lined the walls.
Each picture had a story. One in
particular tells the story of his
courage as a fan in- the face of
defeat. It is a photograph of a cast
on his own leg. There are signatures
all over it.
"That's my team pictah, so to
speak," crooned Jock. Unable to
stand the derision of the team by the
few other fans at Don Bosco games,
(and feeling personally affronted by
it,) Jock was determined to get on
the field to help his team to victory.

play the game an' all that, but losin'
all the time is hahd, not so much on
the fans, but onna team thatbreaks
it's neck every wekk ta win, ya
know? I sure as hell ain't big 'nough
ta play, but I can yell with the best
of'em!"
Jock has not missed a homegame
since freshman year. He missed the
opener that year (because his
registration was screwed up.) He
can tell you the ups and downs of
BC football as though he has been
playing. Does he mourn the fact
that since he has come to BC football has been progressively poorer
each season?
"No. It's when they're down that
they need support the most. I'm
good at that. But I'm worried about
what ta do after graduation, ya
know? 1 ain't built ta be a Dallas
cheerleaderan' sports is my life."

Depths Sports kisses the feet and wipes
the asses of the Buffalo Chips of Boston
College for letting us print this self-serving
doggerel.
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Elizabeth Taylor

You loved him in The Spanish
Inquisition!! Now see him
REALLY go wild!!
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Join SEMESTER IN JAIL, affiliated
with the University of Massachusetts at
Walpole, for an unparalleled educational
experience that will leave you scarred for life
provided you survive!!
You'll be dragged from BC by severalburly guards to your own cell at Walpole.
Imagine the excitement when you try to stay
alive in the unique world of maximum
security.
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For further information write:
B. Strangler
Box XXX
Boston, MA 021597

THIS WAS SUPPOSED TO BE
AN AD FOR OUR

ABORTION
SERVICES
BUT WE'RE NOT ALLOWED
TO DO THAT IN THE DEPTHS
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MoTjntaineering #5.

REGULATION

.

\ You, a faithrul follower of this
!: space, have been a mountaineer for some time now<»«-

1
studied the funda\u25a0Ymou've
entals, selected your
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gear and experimented We^er
with methodology. In short,
you are nobody's fool. None- f JfjfWjfcy.
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Altman Offers Film Views In Berklee Lecture
Baliani

"It's a lousy art." So stated
Robert Altman, the man who has
directed thirteen full-length motion
pictures over the past ten years,
including the well-received
M*A*S*H, (1970), Nashville
(1975), and Three Women (1977).
Altman, hailed by many as one of
America's most innovative and
provocative directors, presented his
views on film at an October 4 lecture at the Berklee Performance
Center.
"The people who are going to
introduce me will be out in just a
minute," began Altman as he
peeked his head out from behind the
backdrop, much to the delight of his
audience. Yet what followed could
hardly be called delightful. At times
funny and always candid, Mr.
Altman was, most of all, disheartening. The full capacity
audience of 1200, made up of many
ardent Altman fans and quite a few
Berklee students majoring in film
listened attentively as he went on to
say that filmmaking was not much
of an art at all, that it had yet to
produce anything of great merit,
and that it would not last very long.
Throughout, Altman felt uneasy
at the podium. From the start, he
acknowledged his ineptness at
public speaking and within a few
minutes had proven himselfcorrect.
More worthwhile, he felt, would be
to view the clippings he had
prepared for screening, but much to
his chagrin, the projection belt
snapped and he had to continue with
his back to the big, empty screen.
After telling a few jokes, which
were really quite funny, Altman
decided tfc have a question and
answer session while waiting for the
projector to be adjusted. But there
were more questions than answers
as Altman refused to discuss certain
topics, among them his most recent
venture, A Wedding, which casts 48
characters and takes place in one

25"

AVON
NEED EXTRA
MONEY FOR SCHOOL?

Earn extra spending money as an Avon
Representative. Flexible hours fit right
in with school activities.
CALL Judy Braunstein
244-7843

day in a single house. "Giggle and
go with it" was his only suggestion
on how to perceive it.
To explain his aesthetics, Altman
compared his work to that of the
nineteenth century impressionist
painters. Filmmaking is creating an
affect upon the screen intended to
convey the artist's perception of an
image. Altman said it is his way of
escaping real life, as opposed to
escaping from reality, a distinction
not fully explained. As such, he
emphasized that there are no
underlying meanings or messages
within his films. Thus, when asked if
he could state the theme of
Nashville in one sentence, Altman
replied that he could do so in one
word, "Nashville."
At one point, Altman digressed
somewhat and spoke about the
television industry, a medium in
which he had once worked, and the
one he thought was the number one
cause for the degradation of
American culture. When asked
what had made him turn to film,
Altman said it was because he had
failed at everything else. The tone
had become serious and the
audience was subdued. However,
two students treated everyone to a
laugh as they stood up opposite ends
of the balcony and simultaneously
asked two different questions. The
auditorium has excellent acoustics

and the effect was a near perfect
rendition of Altman's technique of
overlapping dialogue. He, and
everyone else, loved it.
Well into the evening, Altman
screened the first ten minutes of
That Cold Day in the Park (1969), a
bizarre and suspenseful tale of
madness and murder. Following this
were three short films never before
seen by the public. (The first,
credited to Robert Tout-Homme,
was made in French in order to
solicit more positive responses from
its would-be critics.)
Altman had planned to show
scenes from his upcoming feature.
Remember My Name, but at the
last minute decided against it.
Jokingly, he said it would not be
necessary because the audience had

You Never
Looked So Good

seen his three best works. There
were other questions to come but in
the middle of one Altman excused
himselffor interrupting, thankedhis
audience, and left the stage.
Funny, candid, but disheartening.

just

fam

The lecture was sponsored by the
Institute of Contemporary Art in
conjunction with its ongoing film
festival, Robert Altman: A
Retrospective 1968-1977, which
continues through November 3.
Opening Friday. October 13
Films which have yet to be shown
are Nashville. The Late Show. Buf- MEMPHIS ROCKABILLY
falo Bill and the Indians, Welcome
Positions availablefor
to L.A. and Three Women. Admiswaiters and waitresses.
sion to films, which are screened on
Thursday and Friday evenings, is
$2.00 with a $0.50 discount for ICA Tel 277 0982
members. Further information may 1648 BeaconSt.Brookline
be obtained by calling the institute Food,
Drink and Music
at 266-5151.

A New Dance Bar

SINCE 1849

FOR PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS: AN URGENT MESSAGE
NEW DEPARTMENTAL POLICY:
The Psychology Department WILL HOLD FALL PREREGISTRATION.
ALL Majors MUST pre-register even if you did so last spring.

92

RIDING APPAREL. INC.
St., Boston, Ma. 021
(617) 267-0195

Boylstpn

7»lephor;e:

MAJORS MEETING
Wednesday, October 25 - Noon to Ipm
McElroy Student Lounge

6

Meeting to discuss pre-registration and pick up materials. If
you cannot be at the meeting, be sure to pick up your preregistration materials at McGuinn 301 on October 25th.
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What's forecastfor your day? Dial New York direct!

1-212-936-5050 Linn (Sept.24-00t.23)
1-212-936-5151 Scorpio (0ct.24-N0v.22).
1212-936-5252 SitttUriui (Nov. 23-Dec. 21).
1-212-936-5353 Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan.2o;
1-212-936-5454 Aquariua (Jan. 21-Feb. 19)
Vtrjo (Aug. 24-Sept. 23) ... 1-212-936-5656 Piicot (Feb 20-March 21)
Hear yourhoroscope In \u25a0 minute.
8 a.m.-5 p.m
Mon.-Fri
440
5p.m.-llp.ra
Sun.-Fri
28?
llp.ra.-Ba.m
Sun.-Fri
170
a
m.-sp.m
Sun
8
170
All day
Sat
170
not included

Ariel (March 22-April 20).
Tntnu (April21-May2l)...
Ounlni (May 22-June 21). .'.
Cancer (June22-July 23).
Loo (July 24-Aug. 23)

1-212-936-5757
1-212-936-5858
1 212-936 5959
1-212 936-6060
1-212-936-6161
1-212-936-6262

New EnglandTelephone
@Tax

'Aservice markof Horoscopes-By-Phone. Inc.

326-6050 or

Let the SEC Turn You On With A...
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Do-ItlnTheDark
DANCE

-

Friday, October 20 from 9pm lam
in the Rat

MICHELOB

24120z.NR

120z.NR6-pack

$6

19

Sponsored by the Student Energy Commission
with live WZBC D J

,

SI

95

BUSCH

SCHLITZ

24 1 2oz. NR

24 1 2 oz. cans

19

TUBORG

FREE DOOR PRIZES
and at the door.

MILLER

$6

$ 1 00 when wearing "Do It liv The Dark T-shirts
$1 50 all others

Tickets available at McElroy Ticket Booth

WINE & SPIRITS, INC.
1191 Centre St., Newton Ctr
244-6150

$6 15
SCHAEFER

24120z.NR

24120z.NR

$5"

$4"

WHILE QUANTITIES LAST
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Clamshellers Plan Silkwood Day
by Charles

,

the BC community known who
Karen Silkwood was and what she
stands for." Galati also mentioned
the possibility of combining education with entertainment by having
"a band playing at O'Connell
House, with speakers lecturing to
the audience between sets." Another
event suggested for Karen Silkwood
Day was a debate which would
examine and present the pros and
cons concerning the use of nuclear
energy. Galati voiced his hope for

Galaher

The BC Clamshell Alliance
affinity which operates out of Haley
House, recently began planning
activities through which the group
intends to Commemorate Karen
Silkwood Day. The affinity met last
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. (as they will
each week at that time) to discuss
long and short-term projects.
Director of the affinity group
Mike Galati, said that the purpose
of these activities would be to "let

Fleming Questions Merit

Of Divestment Arguments
continuedfrom page I
States favor foreign withdrawal.
The U.N. is expected to consider
economic sanctions against South
Africa soon.
Asked about the argument that
foreign investments help stabilize an
oppressive regime, Fleming said, "I
wouldn't give it great merit."
American withdrawal, Fleming
said, wouldleave "a vacuum - social
and economic. You would deprive
the blacks of training, leadership
and experience.-." American
presence provides and example to

the South Africans of "what can be
accomplished by a free people and
free methods," Fleming said.
Fleming said he has not "seen any
evidence" of broad black South
African support for foreign
withdrawal, but commented, "I suppose there's as much disagreement
among South Africans on South
Africa as there is among
Americans." Fleming termed considerationof conditionsunder which
Boston College might change its
policy "useless speculation."

Deninger Discloses
Committee Budget Figures
by

Leo Wemer

the showing of two anti-nuclear
films before the coming of Karen
Silkwood Day on November 13.
Galati's Boston Clamshell group,
like.all such others, has votingrights
at the Boston Clamshell Alliance
meetings which are held on Wednes-'
day nights at the University
Lutheran church in Central Square,
Cambridge. The Clamshell also
publishes a newsletter in order to
keep its members supplied with relevant, up-to-date information. The
Clamshell Alliance has three
general guidelines and criteria
which all affinity groups must meet.
The first of these states that an
affinity group of the Alliance must
adhere to a policy ofnon-violence at
all times. Secondly, an affinity
group must maintain an antinuclear stance at all timesand thirdly, an affinity group must have a
consensus process of decisionmaking.
Although all Boston Clamshell
Alliance affinity groups are
autonomous, they are prohibited
from having elected officers.
However, if a student group is to be
registered with the BC Office of
Student Activities, through which
they will have the rights and
privileges enjoyed by all other
registered student groups, it must
have elected officers. Galati hopes
to assemble a three member "task
force" that will meet with OSPAR
Director Carol Wegman. Through
this meeting they hope to become a
registered student organization
without forcing the group to violate
their no-elected-officers principle.
The Alliance also plans to attend
the Newton Town Meeting on
Wednesday. October 18 at 7:30 to
discuss the transportation of nuclear
waste through Newton.
Galati plans to form a subcommittee to deal with tentative
future plans including: the formation of a non-violence training session and the education of the BC
community on nuclear energy
through lectures, films and the distribution of leaflets. Galati also
hopes to have "a lot of people from
BC to go up to Seabrook next spring when the reactor will be brought

$2859 allocated for Murray House.
with The Heights Deninger
estimated that this would
on Friday. Paul Deninger, executive
enable
the
committeeto spend $170vice president of UGBC, disclosed
$2200 more on programming
-0
to
the figures for the 1978-79 Comthan in recent years.
muter Committee budget.
The administration's portion of
the
committee
was
Previously
the
budget will come out of the
funded entirely from the $24 student Dean of Student's Office. Deninger
activity fees that fund the UGBC
told The Heights that UGBC would
budget. This year the administra- be "responsible for approximately
tion has picked up $2556 of the $500
to $1000 of the Commuter
Committee funding."
Last year social programming at
Murray House was less than outstanding. Due to the new money, an
expansion of social events is
planned, and an increase in
commuter-resident interaction is there."
hoped for.

In an interview
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An MBA at NYU?
I
1

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS "
SINCE 1938
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KAPLAN
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Major US Cities & Abroad
Outside NY State
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THAT'S MONDAY, OCTOBER 23!
I

It's your future
Consider the possibilities

j

I Fo^nlormationAboufOtherCenter^B
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Located in the business and financial capital of the world, Nev
York University has the nation's
largest private Graduate School
of
Business Administration.
Deborah Harris can discuss the
possibilites there for you on
Monday, October 23
when she
visits the campus. The Placement
Center has program information
and a sign-up schedule.

fI

Educational Center
Call Oajrs Evtninf | i. Weekends
Come visit our Center
and sec for yourself.
25 Huntington Aye.
Boston, MA 02116
1617) 261-5150

Jj*

NTU is an equal opportunity institution.

Boreli

Vin v

Young

and old participants in the international Festival last Thursday.

Announcements
continuedfrom page 2
held on Friday, October 20 in the
Newton Chapel Basement $5 per
person. General Cinema tickets
$2.50 and Rat Cards $2.00.
Information Line Ext. 3500: To
find out what is happening on
campus this week, call the Student
Programs Information Line for info
24 hours a day!
Meeting for all Small Claims
Court Counselors. Wednesday, Oct.
18th at 4:30 p.m. in PIRG office
all must attend!
Glass Recycling: Reservoir Residents are reminded to please save
their glass and place it in the red
bins located near the wooded park
area. Any questions or observations
about this program should be
directed to Mike Finnegan, Haley
House 232-6465. "Why throw away
when you can recycle?"
Lecture on the Samaritans,
Boston's Center for Suicide Prevention, followed by discussion and
wine and cheese on Wednesday,
October 18th, at 8:00 p.m. at Haley
House.
October 20th is the deadline for
submission of poetry, fiction,
essays, cartoons, drawing and
photography for the fall issue of
Stylus.
The Boston College Dramatics
Society is presenting its first mainstage production of its 114th season
"A Streetcar Named Desire" on
October 19, 20, 21 at 8:00 p.m. in
Campion Auditorium. Tickets are
$2.00 and can be bought at the
ticket booth in McElroy.
World Hunger meeting at 4:30 on
Wednesday, October 18th at Haley
House. We will discuss and
evaluate the Nestles campaign.
All are welcome.
Ring found in Nursing Library.
Call 332-0036.
Mendel Club Pot Luck Dinner on
Monday, October 30 at Murray
House. Further information and
sign-up sheet will be posted in

Mendel Club Office.
The Honors Program (A&S) will
sponsor a lecture on "Jewish Consciousness" in conjunction with the
Freshman Modern Man offerings of
the Program: 8:00 p.m. at Shaw
House (upper campus) on Thursday, October 19. Lecture will be
given by Professor Anthony
Saldarini (Theology Department).
Interested in campaigning for
Hatch or Brooke? Meeting will be
on Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. in
Murray Conference Room. Sponsored by Republican Club.
On Monday at 4:30 p.m. the
Accounting Academy is sponsoring
an In-House Social at Price
Waterhouse. Open to Seniors, but
juniors may attend if room is
available. To make reservations,
contact Accounting Academy
officers.
Accounting Majors: The Peace
Corps and Vista are looking for
accountants. Your duties will
include an all expense-paid, 2 year
overseas hitch, setting up a Small
Business Administration, teaching
basic business Skills, and participating in language training
program. Benefits include a paid
vacation with transportation
provided. For more information
stop by and see representatives from
these agencies at the information
booths in McElroy foyer all day on
October 18th and 19th.
On Saturday, Oct. 20th - "Do It
In the Dark" Dance from 9:00 p.m.
to 1:00 a.m. at the Rat. Free door
prizes, sponsored by the Student
Energy Commission WZBC presents live D.J. Tickets available at
McElroy ticket Booth and at the
door.
Student Energy Commission
general meeting at 4:30 p.m. on
Thursday, October 19th in Fulton
201 A. Requested attendance for all
members.
Students, faculty
and
administrators are cordially invited
to submit nominations for honorary
degree candidates for the 1979
|
DISCO-HUSTLE
Classes Start Tuesday Sept. 26 | University Commencement exer|§ at Sidney C.C.
cises. The name of the individual
;|
Barbara's Dance Studio.
II being proposed, together with
Newton
8* biographical data and reasons for
969-2677
1 the recommendationshould be submitted to Father Charles F.
Donovan, S.J., Senior Vice President and Dean of Faculties at
Hopkins House by Monday,
October 30, 1978.
Fully Accredited
There will be a small counseling
AMA/WHO
group to help students overcome
Medical School in Mexico
debilitating anxiety associated with
Curriculum follows American test taking. The group, run by Dr.
system. January 79, August '79
Barry Reister. will have its first
applicants. School offers quality meeting on Tuesday, October 17
education, individual attention, from 3-4:30 p.m. in Gasson 215. It
experienced professors and is necessary for any student
modern facilities.
interested in participating to sign up
For more information call
in the Fulton 205 prior to that date.
516-997-9657 7-10 p.m.

-

MEDICAL
SCHOOL
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RecyclingDrive Starts Next Week
from the Environmental there are tentative plans for such a
Protection agency, the group plans rating.
to initiate a detergent study involvPublic education is a major coning both students and employees of cern of the students on the comBoston College. The study may mittee. An alternative energy
involve a survey of students to find newsletter will be composed in the
the laundry detergents most used future to make information on the
and of employees to discover what issue available to the people at
types of cleaning solvents arc used Boston College. A solar slide show
around campus. Generally, will be shown this Monday and Fribiodegradable detergents are the day in McElroy foyer and Tuesday
most desirable since they normally thru Thursday in Lyons basement.
do not contain phosphorus. The Anyone interested in the Alternative
committeewill try to discourage the Energy Committee or any of its
use of detergents on campus that programs is encouraged to stop by
may be harmful to the environment. the PIRG office in McElroy on the
Ginny Lermann is the committee first floor.
member conducting the detergent
study.
TAKING THE
Last year, a representative of
Solair Corporation told the Alternative Energy Committee that on
the original plans for construction
Join thousands of
for the theater, the solar collectors
law school applicants
were not in the most advantageous
nationwide in
position for maximum heating
Amity's LSAT
results. The solar collectors for the
Seminars
Review
dramaticcenter are now planned on
CALL TOLL-FREE FOR
the correct side. This situation
DETAILS AND LOCAL
SCHEDULE INFORMATION:
promptedthePlßGgroup to work on
energy efficiency ratings for all new
800 243 4767 Ext.76l
campus constructions. At present
ratings

by Karen Shire

The Alternative Energy Environment Committee of the Boston
College chapter of Mass PIRG is
active in planning many energy conserving projects this year.
According to Kurt Zimmer, cochairperson of the committee, the
projects the activists are engaged in
are a newspaper recycling drive,
nuclear research, an energy
efficiency rating of new campus
constructions, a detergent study and
public education.
A mod newspaper recycling drive
organized by co-chairperson Sue
McGinnity will begin next week.
Newspapers should be dropped off
Tuesday evenings in back of the
Rec-Plex near the dumpster. The
town of Newton has agreed to pick
up the newspapers at no charge on
Wednesday mornings. If successful,
the drive will be expanded to other
campus resident areas.
Prompted by the receipt of a
$5,000 grant, the committee will be
conducting extensive nuclear
research up until the intervention
hearings of the Pilgrim II plant.
Committee members studying
nuclear activity are Scott Wegryn,
Mark Hiyer and Mark Cullinane.
Upon the receipt of detergent

Hatch Courts
BC Voters
continuedfrom page 3

In reference to his opponent,
Hatch said, "My opponent has
literally run bulldozers in the middle
of the night to get his way. We don't
do that anymore." Declaring a need
for open government, he stated that
government should not be conducted "with invisible ink and
without press* conferences as King
did at Massport."
On the subject of state-funded
abortion he said, "It is a double
standard that poor women can't
receive the same health care as more
affluent women," adding that
"abortion is a private matter
between a woman and her doctor."
After the speech, Hatch attended
a reception hosted by the BC
Republican Club at the McGuinn
Graduate Student Lounge.
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PRICES GOOD WITH WIS AD TO 10/22/78

Mules laden with Blue Magueypinas on theirway to Cuervo'sLa Rojena plant.

total look

Look great
everyday
The latest haircuts
and perms for him
and for her created by

skilled professionals
at a special price
justfor you.

244-8900
1229 Centre
St.
I
Newton
Centre

Since 1795we've gathered our
Blue Magueys for Cuervo Gold
the gentle way.
Its the old way. And still
the best.
At Cuervo ice know that there is only one way to make
Cuervo Gold perfect. The way we 'ye been doing itfor more
than 180 years.
That's whypeople still nurture ourfields of Blue
Maguey plants. And why mules are still used to bring
these precious plants to our distillery. Fbr tradition is still
the 'most important ingredient in Cuervo Gold.
This is what makes Cuervo Gold truly special. Neat,
on the rocks, with a splash of soda, in a perfect Sunrise or
Margarita, Cuervo Gold will bring you back to a time when
quality ruled the world.
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Welcome
Back
Students
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dancing, parties,
games and great food.
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VisitFellinis
C/.\

1114 BcaCOO Street, NewtOiyMA 527-2440
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Now what?
You can work 9 to 5 for the man, or you can work tulttime for mankind.
The PEACE CORPS and VISTA offer you a real alternative that could be the most
rewarding experience of your life.
In the PEACE CORPS you can go where your skills and training are needed. You
can live in a new land, speak a new language,arfd.be adopted by a new people.
VISTA offers you the opportunity to help people right here in this country,
whether it's in the troubled ghetto, the mountains of Appalactiia,or in your own
community.
It you want to do something really important, consider the PEACE CORPS or
VISTA
because you CAN make all the difference in the world.

.

To lind out more about the opportunities awaiting you in the PEACE CORPS
or VISTA, writ, to:
SPEAK WITH RECRUITERS
Wednesday and Thursday October 18
& 19
McElroy Commons Lobby
We'll show you how to use thai diploma.

YouDeserveA Break Todayl
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MAKE MY LIFE
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WANT MORE INFORMATION? CONTACT:
Father Bill Waters, O.S.A

and military chaplaincies.

Villanova University
P.O. Box 338
Villanova. PA 19085
(215)525-5612
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You Never
Looked So Good

Saturday The Dynamic
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(in case your

the stock market)
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One way may be to live within the Augustlnian Fraternity.
When you come to live with us, you observe and
participate in our community life lor several years before
making a final commitment. You observe that we are a
religious community following the charism of St.
Augustine and "that together and with one heart In
brotherhood and spiritual friendship, we seek and worship
God and that we labor in the service of the people
of God." We serve in colleges, high schools, parishes,
foreign missions, campus ministries, retreats, hospitals
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\u25a0Our usual low, low prices on domestic kegs,
\u25a0cases, wine and booze. Order ALL kegs by
noon Thursday for extra savings
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Boston. I've been exposed to a comwith their 'Oh, anytime, give me a
munity where you don't do a lot of call, I'll help you out.' The French
driving - you walk to'something. In are very reserved. You don't know
Fribourg, you could walk almost whether or not they like you until
anywhere because it was a small much later. You have to work at
town. The idea of a little store, friendship but once you're accepted
small business merchants, little by them, they are loyal to you. They
boutiques, a clean and well-kept are sincere people," Emond said.
neighborhood existed. The North
The French are very traditional.
End has a lot of European "They live at home until they are
characteristics in that you couldfind married. I knew of men who were
a cafe, the idea of people going out professionals at the age of 25 or 30,
for a walk, I noticed in Fribourg on they were living at home with famia Sunday afternoon couples or ly. The family is much tighter there
families looking at windows, walkthan it is here. The young people
ing through a garden or to a park. I there are still going through the
remember doing that in the North thing we went through in high
End, but I haven't done that since I school. There is no moving away
moved out of that area," Cicerone from the family. When you marry in
stated. She continued, "Just walk France, either your spouse moves in
along, just pass away a Sunday."
with your family or you his,"
"In Europe, because there are so Emond stated.
many different cultures so close
"The young people in France
together, people there are more like- view our more independent way of
ly to be exposed to them. There is a life very jealously. They are envious
kind of mingling of cultures and of the way we have our freedom
getting exposed to a little of because it is so unusual for them to
everything whereas in the United migrate. The older people think it
States, you're not exposed to that as produces a denigrating affect on
much. You don't meet as many peosociety because there is no family
ple here who can offer you another structure no solid bonds are made
culture," Cicerone stated. in this country. They bring up the
Languages are greatly emphasized divorce rate in America. In France
for the simple fact that they are so it may be lower but a lot of people
close together. Cicerone noted that have mistresses. On the outside, the
there are three official languages in nuclear family appears to be what is
Switzerland. "For this reason, in the holding society together, but in
streets you could run into a Swiss reality, it's not," Henrietta stated.
who could speak three different
The class system in France is not
languages: French, German, and based on money but what class you
Italian," she said.
are born into, Emond commented.
"The idea of Europe always "It's not as extreme as India's caste
seemed far away but it's not. It is system where you are born and die
out there. I can go back again in the same class because there is
because I don't feel that it's such a some movement. Yet there is always
big journey now. I lived there now; something holding back with them
it's not so strange, so remote. It's a in- accepting someone who has
possibility - not the impossible advanced in society. They don't
dream to go and see Europe. It can forget a lower class birth no matter
be done," Cicerone commented.
how much money you have."
According to Henrietta Emond, h After spending a semester in
the French are a warm people. LiV- 4£Paris, Emond feels that "I not only
ing in Paris, she found that ?know the language, I know the
"Americans may be initially friend- culture and understand the way
ly, but they don't follow through their minds function. Granted, there
is universality among peoplein how
n
function but each personality
people
Around the
is influenced by culture."
cornerfrom BC
shillelaghbent
St,
386
Students interested in the
Center
program may contact John
782-5060
Thompson at the Student Transfer
Thursday The Fabulous
Sunday Doctor Dave's GoldenOldies
Center in McElroy.
No coverchargewith BC ID
Sullivan
D.J.
All beerand drinks 2 for 1
No coverchargewith BCD
All beerand dnnks 2 fori
Disco!

Octoberf est at the bigM
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continuedfrom page 6
experience of the Irish way of life.
"The family is very affectionate.
There is no central heating and the
family would always gather around
the fireplace at the end of each day
and sit around the fire for two hours
and just talk," McGinity said. She
noticed, "People there don't care so
much about clothing or looks. They
care more about good health. They
like the outdoors.
"They are sort of lazy people but
here with the American dream and
working, we are more ambitious. I
was debating whether you should
just live your life and be happy and
not really progress, or be ambitious
and do as much as you can and not
be so happy. There must be a midpoint somewhere in between. I'd
prefer to live here and meet the
challenges," McGinity concluded.
"Religion gives meaning to their
lives. The Irish are very churchoriented. Many go to mass every
day. They bless themselves before
driving by churches and cemetaries.
They say grace before each meal.
The masses are conservative in that
the peace sign is not often part of
the service. If you don't get to mass
on time, you don't get a seat," Sue
stated.
"I learned a lot about giving and
taking. I found that if you werea little more friendly or open, people
would respond to that. You don't
realize that a little kindness goes a
long way. People really do like people," McGinity concluded.
"You know how sometimes you
think your spot in the world is the
center? Well, now I see that every
little spot is kind of a center. Being
in Ireland I was four months in one
spot and felt I needed to learn, more
about that one spot. The world isn't
so small," McGinity said.
A year abroad in Fribourg,
Switzerlandgave Gina Cicerone the
opportunity to become'awareof the
European characteristics still present in the North End of Boston. "I
used to live in the North End of

.

Fellini's is now in
Newton and has a
fun lounge for
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Students Reflect On Jr. Year Abroad
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Psych Dept. Revamps Registration
by Carol Bengle
The Psychology Department
revamped its preregistration format, requiring all majors to
preregister for their spring courses
November 1, regardless of whether
or not they previously preregistered
under the system used last year. Dr.
Randy Easton, a professor who
planned the change, said that the
course selection forms completed
spring for next semester's courses
have been nullified, and priorization
of forms for class placement will be
determined on a "first come, first

serve" basis.

A general meeting to explain the
updated procedure to majors will be
held Wednesday from 12 to 1 in the

What would Socrates
think of O'Keefe?

ings. Students will know in advance
the semesters in which each course
will be offered. All forms must con-

tain a department faculty member's
signature when returned to the
preregistration table November 1.
hi past years, psych majors
preregistered during the spring for
both semesters of the following
year. "People only took seriously
preregistration for fall and didn't
take seriously preregistration for
spring," said Easton, describing the
rationale for single-semester
preregistration.
Participating in the mandatory
preregistration does not exempt students from the University-wide
registration process November 8
through 13. During this period,
majors claim their computer cards,
that plans such as the dance and the assuming that class size limits perFast Day will help create among mit their enrollment in chosen
students a greater awareness of classes. Because the cards will
energy use and waste. The Commisalready be clipped to the selection
sion's goal is to save between sheets, Easton expects the
$50,000 and $100,000 in energy customary long lines of growling
costs this year.
majors to be virtually nonexistent.
McElroy Student Lounge. Students
whose schedules conflict with the
meeting must visit the department
office, McGuinn third floor, to
obtain their registration packets.
The packets contain a listing of
faculty advisement hours and an
academic planning calendar which
will enable students to choose their
classes for the upcoming semester in
consideration of future course offer-

Ifyou question long enough and deepenough, certain truths about
O'Keefe become evident.
It has a hearty, full-bodiedflavor. It is smoothand easy going down.
And, the quality of its head is fact rather than philosophical
conjecture.

We think there's one truth about O'Keefe that Socrateswould not
question: It's too good to gulp. As any rational man can taste.

Energy Commission
Sponsors Disco Dance
by Janet Puis

The Student Energy Commission
will sponsor a "Do It In The Dark"
Dance on Friday, October 20th
from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. at the
Rat. General admission will be
$1.50 with a 50-cents discount for
anyone wearing a "Do It In The
Dark" t-shirt. Music will be
providedby WZBC anddoor prizes
will be awarded.
The Commission met last Thursday to discuss plans for the
remainder of the semester. Tentative plans include an Awareness
Campaign during the halftime
period of the first home basketball
game, and an Energy Fast Day, to
be held Wednesday, November 1.
Mark Lewis, Commissioner of the
Student Energy Commission, stated
that the purpose of the Energy Fast
Day will be to make the college
community aware of energy waste
and to cut back on energy consumption as much as possible that day.
The Commission hopes to wage a
strong publicity campaign through
the Boston newspapers, radio and
television stations. Lewis believes
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FAIR
CAREER
October

18 3pm-7pm
Wednesday,
All Welcome
Reservoir Lounge
Hillside A Lounge
Computer/ADP
Education
Legal
Personnel
Information
Career Planning and
/Communication
Placement
G
m?_ t
Finance/Banking
?K^!s
/ Public Administration
Merchandise /Sales

..

Management
Health
Social Services/Non-Profit
/Supervisor
40 Boston College Alumni will be present.

Career Planning, Job Opportunities,
Graduate Study Guidelines
Insight into Professions. Refreshments

The Future is Now: Think About It!
Sponsored by UGBC Alumni Student Relations
in cooperation with the Alumni Association
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JOHN F. KENNEDY MEMORIAL PARK

Boylston Street and Memorial Drive
Cambridge, Massachusetts
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9th Rated
by Mike Lyons
A warm, wet Saturday evening at
Alumni Stadium turned out to be
the right atmosphere for the most
exciting game of soccer at Alumni

Stadium this year. BC hosted New
England's number one ranked
college soccer power, Connecticut.
The Huskies barely outgunned BC
for a 2-1 victory. The Eagles have
nothing to be ashamed of as they
played powerfully throughout the
contest, especially in the second
half.

In the first half, a slippery field
prevented both offensive machines
from connecting on the long passes
and catching up with the wide ones.
The Eagles actually outplayed
UConn for much of the first half,
keeping the ball in the Husky end
for long periods of time. Defensively, Emerson Davis and Paul Zientek
stopped many Husky charges.
Suddenly, at 35 minutes, UConn
players made a string of great
passes and shots. BC's McElroy
made one good save just before
UConn's Medrick Innocent placed
one into the lower left corner to give
UConn a 1-0lead.The Eagles came
back to pressure Husky goalkeeper

MichelAlafat

UConn

Bob Salvato with some great pass
work in front. But, at 43 minutes
Medrick Innocent struck again for
UConn to put the Huskies ahead 2-0 on a chip shot which was deflected
by a BC player.
The second half was dominated
by BC offensively. The Eagles kept
the ball in the UConn end for most
of thehalf with much better passing.
Lou Papadellis scored the first
BC goal at 17:45 with a powerful

Hangs
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on to Defeat BC 2-1

Huskies used some good passing to
put a lot of heat on Tom McElroy.

Gradually, though, BC stole back
the momentum. Gordie Moore
capped a late BC surge with a
powerful shot from the left side.
But, Tom Walsh couldn't get the tip
in. Moore almost scored again from
the right side with one minute left.
The game ended with BC applying
all of the pressure.
After the game BC's coach Ben

Brewster was very pleased. "We
don't have anything to be ashamed
of with the way we played in the
second half. In the first half we
weren't playing smart soccer. We
were a little less in a hurry in the
second half."
\u25a0

come home with, though, as Vermont won on Monday afternoon 30. The score was 2-0 as the Eagles
tried to open the second half with a
quick goal. However, it wasn't long
before a Vermonter scored a
breakaway goal to put the game out
of reach.
Two other games were played
At Bentley on Wednesday, goals
during the week. The Eagles by Steve Smith and Tom Walsh
travelled to Vermont and Bentley. were enough to hold off a hard
Half a loaf is all that BC could
continuedon page S-2

"We don't have
anything to be
ashamed of with the
way we played in the
second half. We were
a little less in a hurry in
the second half."
Ben Brewster
shot into the left side of the net. A
bit later, Emerson Davis wound up
and drilled one from midfield.
UConn's Bob Salvato developed
blisters making the save.
The game began to open up as the
second half progressed and the

Commentary

Close, but...
by

Michele Alafat

Once upon a time there was a team of Huskies, hailingfrom the land of
UConn, that managed to defeat the Eagles kingdom every year. The
Eagles soon grew sick of this hostile treatment, so they decided to rebuild
themselves for the next attack. First, the Eagles improved the defensive
line, so when the Huskies camr to town in 1977, they could only find two
clean spots in the Eagles' nest.This year the Eagleshavereplacedthetired
offensive line with a quick hustling center and two strong wings. They
were ready to meet the invasion of the 1978 Huskies team.
This story may sound absurd, but its the tale of the Boston College
1978 soccer team. Last Saturday night BC lost to UConn the number 1
team in the east and 9th in the nation. Who could think that BC could
claim this win? I mean that would surely be a fairy tale. But lets wait a
minute and look over the facts. The Eagles did lose, but the spirit and
aggressive playingthey showed was definitely inwinning style. In the past
two years UConn has managed to completely shut out the Maroon in the
games. In '76 the Huskies started rolling by beating BC 4-0, and justkept
right on rolling in '77 with a tighter victory of 2-0. This year, however, the
Eagles offense came to life, and BC fans saw the first goal scored against
is the Eagles' year of surprise. Just one
UConn in three years.This
season ago, Tufts completely crushed the Maroon. Now one year later,
BC has beaten them 3-2, in an exciting double over-time. Another '78
surprise came when BC took thegame against Babson, the 1976 Division
111 champs. It would seem that nothing is impossible for this team of
hustlers.
You may be asking, well, why.,didn't BC win? It was due to two
reasons: one, the clock ran too slo\y in the first half, and two: the clock
went too fast in the second. The first half was marked with BC 's errors.
UConn is a team that will quickly.spot these mistakes and use them to
their advantage. The Maroon's offense was playing it too cautious, two
or three shots at the goal is not enough. Although the Eagles' defensive
line was in top form, it's getting the ball in the opponent's net that wins a
soccer game.
Some of the seniors on the team have seen this losing battle with
UConn for four years. The senior captains JeffKurtz andCharlie Brown
will not have another chance to meet up with this seemingly unbeatable
team. Kurtz stated after the game, "We playad a good second half. It's
too bad that we made those mistakes in the first half." Charlie Brown
agreed, and went on to say, "In the first half we layed back, and we let
UConn get those stupid goals, that they never should have had. Our
defense was good, we played right along with UConn. In the second half
we were finally making the drives and shots."
As Coach Ben Brewster said, "It was indecision that hurt us. I was
pleased with the second half. After half time some of the players came
out and played the way they should have at the beginning. CharlieBrown
came back fired with determination,and played very well. Jay Callahan
and Mike Grover came off the bench and helped to settle down the midfield."
The Eagles have developed into a highly competitive and skilled soccer
team. BC lost to UConn, but thatfact doesn't spoil the 7-3 record. Every
year this young team improves. So who knows? Maybe next year this
story will have a happy ending, like all fairy tales are supposed to have.

I
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BC played well throughout this contest and almost upset UConn.

Better, But Eagles Lose sth, 9-3
changing. For the first time this
There's a saying to the effect that year everything was working well.
if you keep on trying, sooner or later This didn'tlast long however, as the
the odds have got to be in your Eagles once again came up with the
favor: Saturday night at the Superwrong fumbles at thewrong time. In
domeEd Chlebek tested that theory fact, during the last 8:51, BC only
and gave it another shot, but once had possession of the ball for 29
again that oh so elusive first win was
not to be as the Green Wave of
Tulane rode 176 yards rushing from
Marvin Christian to win 9-3.
"It was a bitter loss
Jt; was simply another case of
what should have been as both BC
us because we
and Tuland blew numerous scoring
opportunities throughout the game.
As Chlebek said afterwards, "It was
a bitter loss for us because we played well enough to
played well enough to win."
The first quarter looked like the
Eagles were going to play better win."
than just "well enough to win"
Ed Chlebek
because as soon as they touched the
ball BC marched 73 yards in 15 seconds. Tulane began it all by
plays to take a 3-0 lead on Tim going 60 yards to the BC 27 yard
Moorman's 24-yard field goal. This line. From there, the Green Wave
drive was aided when Tulane was (whatever that is) missed a 44 yard
called offside on a fourth down BC FG attempt. With 2:22 remaining
punt. After the penalty gave BC the the Eagles gave Tulane field goal
ball back, Palazola threw two kicker Eddy Murray another shot as
beautiful passes to tight end Tom on the first play from scrimmage
Carr and a screen pass to Dan Mike Curry fumbled and Tulane
had the ball at the BC 34. About one
Conway that clicked for 19.
Tulane threatened after this but minute later Mr. Murray shanked
Jeff Ryan intercepted a Rich another one, this timefrom 39 yards
Hontas pass in the endzone, and it out and BC was saved again.
appeared that the Eagles' luck was However,before Murray could even
by Bob Holmes

for

sit down Dan Conway fumbled on
the first play and after three plays
he was called on again. This time
the odds were on his side as he split
the uprights from 43 yards put to
give Tulane a 3-3 tic at the half.
After the half the Eagles were
faced with a period in which they
have never scored. They began the
third quarter just where they had
left off as on the second play of the
second half, Curry fumbled and
Tulane had it on the BC 29.,Seven
rtays later it was once again time
for Super foot to make an
?appearance and after the boot the
Eagles found themselves down for
the first time in the game, 6-3. The
rest of the quarter looked as if
wanted to win. With 5:43
left BC recovered a Tulane fumble
at the 50 and within three plays
Palazola had the Eagles at the 11
and ready to tic it up. However, a
holding call and a sack put BC out
of range.
The last drive of the third quarter
sealed the Eagles' fate. Palazolahad
led BC down to the Tulane 11 yard
line and a certain score. With 13:05
left, Palazola went back to pass,
scrambled, and threw a horrendous
pass into the arms of a Tulane
defender for a touchback. From
then on, Tulane was fired up and
continued on page S-2
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Featurd Athlete

Jim

Rourke: A Refreshing Change
by Rebecca Dawson

Mary

O'Kef l

Some people pass through
four years of college unchanged,
while others turn the experience
to their advantage and profit
from it. Jim Rourke belongs to
the latter category.
Rourke came to BC three
years ago after establishing an
impressive career at Boston
College High School under
Coach Jim Cotter. His play
senior year was good enough to
warrant an invitation to the
Harry Agganis Classic, a game
which brings together
Massachusetts' all-star high
school players. When the football season ended, Rourke spent
his time as center for his basketball team and as a weightman
for the track team.
The 65", 250-pound senior
broke into BC's starting line-up
as a sophomore, and started
every game last year as an offensive tackle. This year Rourke
has been switched to offensive
guard.
Rourke has a positive feeling
about the Eagles. "The team is
working real hard. It is disappointing for the team because we
haven't won a game yet." He

Seven Inducted Into Boston
College Hall

by

Lek Domni

The dass of wine and roses - And
these were the men that "did it" for
Boston College athletics back when
supposedly a dime and a prayer
could get you a lot farther than it
can today. Anyhow, John Cunniff,
D. Leo Daley, Rev. Maurice Y.
Dullca S.J., Larry Eisenhauer, Bill
McKillop, Bob Niemiec, and John
Silk were the men who were recently
inducted into the Boston College
Sports Hall of Fame for their
efforts during their varsity years
here.
John Cunniff '66 Hockey
In the years 1964-1966, the name
John Cunniff was heard quite a bit
around the BC community. From
the wing position. John scored 71
goals and had 81 assists during his
career here a record that so far has

-

of Fame

stood the test of time, and should
continue to do so for many years to
come.
He was selected to the All-East
team three times while achieving
All-American honors twice. In his
junior year. John led the nation in
scoring with 67 points while bringing BC to the finals of the NCAA
championship series. After graduation. John continued his hockey
career, playing ten years in the
N.H.L.
These days John is currently
involved with two hockey related
businesses and a sporting goods
store in South Boston.
B. Leo Daley '41 Football
During his involvement with BC
football, D. Leo Daley was at one
time or another player, captain or
coach, distinction that is difficult to

Golf Finishes 5th in ECAC?s
Chuck Shimkus
The BC golf team finished the fall season with an even 1-1 record. Led
by Co-Captains John McCann and John Callahan, the Eagles beat MIT
4-3 and lost lo Bentley by the same mark.
In their two tournaments, the golf squad's performance wasn't exceptional, but there were a few standout performances. John McCann was
runner-up in the New England's at Portsmouth. Losing lo the winner of
the tournament by a single stroke. McCann shot an impressive 147 for a
two round total. "As a team, we didn't do as well as I hoped, but there
was fine individual play," remarked Coach Ed Carroll.
In the ECAC's at Dartmouth, the team placed fifth, failing to qualify
for the ECAC's at Essex. Only the top two teams participate in the Essex
by

tournament.

"It's a one day tournament and anything can happen," Carroll said of
the Dartmouth match. "If one player hasti bad day. then your chances of
qualifying are slim. 1 do think we played well, though."
The golf team sports a very strong squad with nine returning
lelterman. Try-outs for the five positions to complete the fourteen
member team are currently in progress.
Looking ahead to the spring portion of the split season. Harvard.
Providence and UMass are the schools to beat. Coach Carroll feels that
the team can compete effectively with these three squads.
However, the occurrence of spring vacation in February hampers the
golf team by limiting its practice time. Harvard's March vacation enables
them to travel south for daily play. Going into the season they have two
uninterrupted weeks of steady golf. In contrast. BC must contend with
the volatile New England weather.
With the fall season completed, the Eagles look forward to spring. The
top five players. McCann. Callahan. Haskell. Page and o"Neil will all be
counted on for solid performances. At this point. McCann shoots in the
low 70s while the rest range from the middle to upper 70s. For a winning
season, all players must shoot in this range.

match.
While a member of the football
team, Daley was named captain
while only a sophomore. He totaled
seven varsity letters in three
different sports (football, track, and
baseball) during his undergraduate
years. A true mark of a versatile
athlete.
Daley is now retired, and living in
the town of Harwich.
Rev. Maurice Y. Dullea S.J. '17
Football
Fr. Dullea played on the Eagles
football team from 1914-16. In his
senior year, he was elected captain.
In 1940, he returned to BC where
he served as Faculty Representative
to Athletics. After spending 14
years in that capacity, Father
Dullea went on to teach Theology
for 10 years.
While still residing at Boston
College, Fr. Dullea can still be
[found at many of the school's
"athletic and social functions.
Larry Eisenhauer '61 Football
Boston College football fans have
fond memories of this superb
athlete. During his varsity career
here (1958-60), Larry was regarded
as one of the premier defensive ends
in the country.
After graduation. Larry was
drafted into the professional football ranks. While playing for the
Boston Patriots through 1969, he
was considered an awesome opponent for any offensive lineman in the
American Football League.
Larry is now running a successful
manufacturers firm for the
electronics industry.
Bill McKillop '27 track
This road runner help put BC on
the map in the field of track. Bill
was the mainstay on the famous
two-mile relay team that set a world
record in the Perm Relay Carnival
in Philadelphia. That same year he
anchored the freshman relay squad
that won the ICAA gold medal.
Bill has won races that extend
from the Knights of Columbus
Meet in the Boston Garden, to the
Milrose Games in Madison Square
Garden.
continued on page S-5

praised the team's cohesion.
"After four years together we've
developed a close bondage with
teammates as friends, students
and players."
Boston College has been a
good experience for Jim. "The
Jesuits are good people. They
are dedicated to helping the students."
A sociology major,. Rourke
said he enjoys being around people and helping them. Football
has offered him a good
experience in dealing with people and travelling, and has left a
lasting impression. "Tokyo will
be a tremendous cultural and
social undertaking for all
involved."
Rourke labelled the school
spirit this year "exceptional.
The packed student section has
been loud and has stuck by us.
We appreciate it."
Rourke is one of thefour sons
of Mary and Edward Rourke, of
nearby Abington, and
appreciates the support he has
received from his family and
peers. "I made a lot of close ties
and friends. I'd like to thank
everyone who has helped me
here at Boston College."

Bob Holmes

7-3 Eagles
to Face
MIT Wednesday
continued from page S-l
working Bentley team. BC started
strong, took charge of thegame and
then went stale in the second half.
"They'd love to beat BC," said
Brewster. "They fight all the way."
The week ahead presents another
big challenge to BC. MIT will
invade Alumni on Wednesdaynight.
Always a tough team in New
England soccer, they will keep BC's
hands full as the Eagles look for
their eighth victory. Their record is
now 7-3.

Football Falls
Again, 9-3

continued from page S-l
with 7:21 remaining they increased
their lead to 9-3.
The Eagles made a valiant comeback effort but a fourth down and
inches quarterback sneak was
stopped short of a first down, and
another drive was killed. As
Chlebek said, "In two or three
drives we had we came up short and
it took away our momentum and
gave it to them."
The Eagles are off now until a
November 4 date with Villanova.
Sooner or later the odds have got to
turn in the Eagles' favor. That's the
way it works. Isn't it?

Commentary

Finished at 13:05
With 13:05 left in the fourth quarter, the game officially ended. Never
mind the Tul.j.ie field goal minutes later, and you can forget that nineplay BC drive that fell just inches short on a crucial fourth and one with
only 3:46 left. The game was over long before then.
Eight plays had given the Eagles the ball on Tulane's 11 yard line. On
play number nine Palazola went back to pass, was rushed, and as he ran
towards the goal line he fired a pass he had no right to throw. Tulane
linebacker Marty Wetzel intercepted in the end zone, and the story was
closed just as it had been closed so many times before. No one knew it
more than Jay Palazola. He slammedhis helmet down in disgust and just
stood on the sideline away from the team. Slowly he made his way back,
kicking at anything in his path. Paul McCarty tried to comfort him but
he couldn't. Palazola sat down and looked at the ground as if he was
counting the plastic blades of artificial turf.
As gloomy as this picture is, this was not the same old BC team that
lost four straight and gained only 14 yards rushing last week. This was a
team that put together drives of 73, 55 and 51 yards. For the first time
this year, the Eagles were able to put a consistent attack together.
Palazola, aside from his one mistake,ran well(9 carries for 48 yards) and
passed equally well (6-11 for 91 yards). In addition, punter John Cooper
showed he has more than just potential as he punted five times for a 40.2
yard average. Finally, the defenseled by Jeff Dziama and Fred Smerlas
played well enough to win. Even though Tulane back Marvin
Christiansongainedl76 yards, the yards came mainly between the twenty
yard lines. Nine points mean you're playing good "D."

Mary

O'Keeffe

1 feel like a broken record when I say the mistakes killed us, but it's
true. We fumbled three times and lost them all. Add to this an interception and a costly penalty and you've got the perfect ingredients for a loss.
Why we suddenly started fumbling with just minutes to go is beyond me.
The totals for five games now are 32 total fumbles, of which 20 were
recovered by the opponents. In addition, the Eagles have now scored a
mere 35 points in five games.
Luckily for all involved there will be a long intermission until the next
game. An 0-5 record is not a pleasant dinner companion though, and for.
some the timeoff will amount to slow torture. It has not been an easy five
games for the Eagles of Boston College. Above all the losses, though,
above all the fan unrest, lies one terrifying thought: Holy Cross is only 46
_1ays away.

-^
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Featured Pic
The 1919 football team (shown
here) finished the year with a 5-3

record. Led by Head Coach Frank
Cavanaugh, the Eagles scored 78

points and gave up 62 that year. The
BC schedule included victories over
U.S.S. Utah, 22-0; Middlebury, 250; Yale, 5-3; and Holy Cross 9-7.

The three losses came at the hands of
Harvard, 17-0; Army, 13-0, and

Rutgers, 13-7.
Reproduction by Kevin R. Sharp
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by Mike Lyons

Alumni Stadium's present
scoreboardhas grownobsoletesince
it was constructed- in 1957. Many
people have complained to BC's
Athletic Director Bill Flynn about
its deficiencies in recent years.
Soccer fans have complained about
not being able to decipher the fifteen
minute hand-clock during soccer
games. Football fans have complained about not being able to tell
what yardline the ball is on at given
times during football games. In trying to solve these problems, Flynn's
initial plan,was to build a "yard-togo" and "Yard line" unit atop
present scoreboard. However, his
plan was quickly shelved because no
company was willing to sponsor

New Scoreboard in BC?s Future?
Flynn felt that publicizing their
names could hurt his chances of
coming to an agreement with them.
treasury.
So, for theentire summer of 1978 He has made it clear that he will
seek no Boston College money for
Bill Flynn looked for sponsors for the building of a new, the building of the scoreboard.
modern scoreboard with all the
Flynn made a proposal to Kevin
options that are contained on the Duffy, vice president for student
best scoreboards in the country. A affairs at the end of the summer
100-minute digital clock, a yards-toasking the university to fund the
go unit and a message screen are the new scoreboard. After reviewing the
most outstanding of these options. proposal, Duffy and Dr. Frank
The cost? Bill Flynn estimated that Campanella, executive vicethe maximum cost would be president, decided to vote against it
$130,000 for a top-notch unit. He
for this year. According to Duffy,
said that he would seek one or two "We've made no definite commitsponsors to put up the money for ment to a new scoreboard but we
installation of the scoreboard. The have not closed out the possibility."
people he spoke with during the In other words, the university does
summer will no be revealed because not consider obtaining a scoreboard
such a makeshift unit. The money
would have come from BC's

to be a number one priority. Flynn
will meet again with Duffy and
Campanella in November to decide
what action to take on the matter in

1979.
The.AmericanSign and Indicator
Company of Seattle has constructed
the scoreboards for many of the
college football stadiums across the
country, and is being considered by
Flynn. American Sign estimated
that installing a scoreboard at
Alumni Stadium would take 45
days. Flynn said that it would be
safest, though, to give them at least
two months to do the job. He would
like to get his order in by the June
before the following football season
in order to make sure it is finished in
continued on page S-4

Seven Inducted
into
BC Hall of Fame
continuedfrom page S-2
Nowadays, Bill is busy working
for an investment firm.
Bob Niemiec. '61 Baseball
Bob Niemiec, a pitcher who
specialized in the knuckleball, led
the Eagles to dominatingseasons in
New England baseball.
In his three years of varsity ball,
Bpb achieved won-loss records of
12-4, 15-6, and 18-6. Those 18 victories were enough to place him
third in the nation in that category.
In 1960, Bob's knuckleball
brought the Eagles to the 1960
College World Series against
perennial power USC.Bobcarrieda
1-0 shutout into the seventh inning
against USC, but a bad back took
him out of thegame. Unfortunately,
the Trojans scored twice after Bob's
exit to win the game.
Nowadays, Bob is a employee
relations manager with a major
New York City Firm.
John Silk '53 Basketball
John Silk was one of the key
figures who brought BC basketball
to national prominance back in the
19505.
As the main offensive weapon in
BC's attack, John's 859 points rank
him 14th on the all-time Boston
College scoring list. The major
highlights of his career include a
high scoring performance before a
capacity crowd in Madison Square
Garden as BC defeatedCity College
of New York. In the Eagles first victory against Holy Cross in 37 years.
John poured in 24 points. In his last
game as a BC player, John threw in
39 points against a powerful University of Seattle squad at the Boston
Garden.
For the past nine years, Bob
been an administrator in tne
Sommervilleschool system.

WOMEN?S SPORTS
Soccer Falls to Medfield 6-0, Harvard 3-0
by Nancy Gorman

Boston College women's soccer
team, fresh from their first win of
the season against Boston University, suffered a slim defeat to Harvard 3-0 last Saturday. Last year
the Harvard team beat BC 13-0.
This year's team was definitely an
unexpected surprise for the Harvard
players.
Coach LaVigne of Boston
College commented on the game
"It was a very good game, despite
the way the score turned out. This
game was probably between the two
best women's collegiate teams in
New England."
The Harvard team scored early in
the first half and continued to
dominate the remaining 45 minutes
of play. Harvard dealt the final blow
to BC by scoring two goals in the
last 2:45 of the first half.
BC retaliated heavily in the
second half, managing to confine
the ball deep inside Harvard
territory for the remainder of the
game. BC had many close shots
near the end of the game, but
despite these efforts they couldn't
penetrate the Harvard goal.
Coach LaVigne summed up the
game "Overall it was a very satisfying game. We've really improved
and I think it was a surprise to the
Harvard team. It will probably be
one of our best-played games."
Boston College was handed their
second shut-out defeat of the season
Tuesday afternoon by Medfield

High School 6-0. It is a shame that
more people who have an interest in
women's soccer could not have
attended this game. This match was
definitely a rare and excitingly
professional performance of soccer
that is not usually associated with
women's sports.
For the many that didn't attend
this game, they missed an opportunity to see for themselves just how

EliseFormichella

Field Hockey

far women's soccer has progressed
over the past few years. Climbing
from relative obscurity, women's
The Boston College women's field hockey team made no excuses tor
soccer has now reached a totally
their 4-1 loss to Providence College. The Eagles simply played a game
new and unexpected level of skill.
Yes, Medfield is a high school which lacked their usual skill and concentration.
Both teams came into thegame with a winning record (PC 5-3-1, BC 3team, but their quality of play is far
superior to any high school team, -2-1). However it was BC who had the advantage because the game was
or, for that matter, most college played on astro-turf, which BC is used to. Astro-turf was completely
teams. Medfield's present record new for the PC team.
In the game, BC's usually strong defense failed to play together and
continued on page S-4
was unable to prevent PC's quick and aggressive offense from scoring.
The first half belonged to PC. The Friars overpowered the Eagles and
with only two minutes elapsed scored their first goal. With a combination of strong skills and cohesive playing,PC out-playedBC in every
aspect of the game. PC scored its second goalwith 15 minutes left in the
game and three minutes later scored their third goal. With seven minutes
left in the half, PC scored their fourth and final goal.
As BC trailed 4-0 after the first half, BC changed their strategy and
came into the second half as a much stronger team. A rejuvenated BC
team prevented the Friars from scoring in the last half, yet still did not
play up to BC's caliber.
Finally with 15minutes left in the game, center foreward Ann Silvestri
assisted by freshman halfback Patti Gallagher, scored BC's only
goal. However, this was not enough for BC to make a comeback.
BC coach Maureen Enos said she was totally dissatisfied with thelack
of skill and teamwork the Eagles displayed in the game and the team
played the worst hockey she has seen them play all year.
"We were too physical and didn't use the skills we have," Enos said,
"The girls didn't play the way they are capableof playing."
This thought was also shared by some of the team members. Some of
the BC players said they came into the game mentally unprepared.
Captain Carol Flaherty said, "We had a lack of enthusiasm and communication."
"We were mentally inept," explained sophomore Marybeth

BC Falls to PC 4-1

'

Holingworth.

Field Hockey

Although the team faces a tough Bentley team on Tuesday, Coach
Enos is confident this loss will force the team to be more mentally up for
the Bentley game
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Women?s Sports

JV Football Splits Two Contests

Continued

by Ray Miller

The Boston College juniorvarsity
football team opened its season with
two impressive performances. An
outstanding second half showingby
quarterback John Toppa led the
Eagles to a 35-17 victory over
Milford Academy, but a week later,
a fine Bridgton Academy squad
spoiled a good BC effort with a 32-15 victory over the Eagles.
Quarterback Curt Barbera
opened the Milford game, but a
shoulder seperation forced him out
of the game before the end of the
first half. Toppa replaced him with
the Eagles trailing 17-0 and rallied

Soccer Improves In 2 Losses
continuedfrom page S-3
stands at 9-1, many of those wins
captured over local college teams.
They have entered the Eastern
Massachusetts state semifinal
soccer championships and are also
preparing for competition in
England.
*
They play a constant running
game combined with exceptional
passing and shooting. One spectator

for the BC team, who himselfis also
a member of the BC men's varsity
team, commented that the Medfield
team could very well give his team a
hard battle. Coach LaVigne said of
the game, "Regardless of the score
it was a very enjoyable experience
for all of us. It was really something
just to watch these girls play with
such advanced skills and accuracy."

?

Tennis Falls to Tufts, 6-2

them to victory. The offensive line the squad.
stiffened and gave Toppa plenty of
The Bridgton game provided

time to throw. The number of outstanding performances was endless
on offense. The defense was led by
Casey Muldoon, Jim Budness, and
Joe Ferraro.
Muldoon typified the style of play
on the junior varsity level. In the
Bridgton game, he performed well
after shifting to the offensive line.
Most players on the squad have
played out of position in an attempt
to determine which positions the top
varsity prospects are best suited for.
The coaches have attributed the
team's success to the varsatility of

others with a chance to play out of
position as Toppa again led a fine
offensive effort. Others who turned
in outstanding performances were
Geoff Townsend, Russ Joiner, John
Ray, and Matt Wozniak on offense
and Steve Moriarty and Ferraro on
defense.

Coaches Sherr and O'Connor are
now looking forward to the October
23 meeting with Brown, a well disciplined team. Many freshmen will
be given an opportunity to play as
the coaches look toward the future.

Water Polo Win Streak Hits Seven

by Elizabeth Cox

Several members of the women's tennis team put in impressive
appearances last Thursday despite losing 1to Tufts 6-2.
The number five singles players, Maryann McCarthy, won in 3 sets
playing a patient, well thoughtr out game.
In their first BC, match, the number 3 doubled team of freshman
Maggie Mortell and transfer Rama Roell also pulled out an incredible 7-5 third set victory. Coach Ann Marie Lynch was especially pleased with
their performance. "Both girls showed tremendous team spirit. They
really wanted to play and win fori us." She went on to say that the rest of
the team played some good matches but just could not pull out the victories.

by John Holland

Last week, the men's water polo
team extended its winning streak to
seven consecutive matches after
dropping the first two this year.
They are presently ranked #2 in
New England, with a 7-2 record. If
the team wins its next three matches
it will be the number 1 ranked team
going into the New England championships.
Saturday, October 7th, the team
participated in a tournament held at
Southern Connecticut.
BC's pattern of play remained
constant as they thoroughly
dominated their opponents during
the first half, suffered a brief letdown after gaining a big lead, and
finished strong to win all three
games by three goals.

In the first two rounds, BC beat
URI 14-11 and UConn 11-8. In the
final round of the tournament
against Southern Connecticut, BC
goalie Mark Gallivan set the tone
early with six saves while giving up
only one goal. BC was able to take
control and score a few goals to pick
up the momentum. Southern
Connecticut came back early in the
second half and closed the gap.
However, like in the previous
matches a strong BC finish won the
match and the tournament 13-10.
The most valuable player in the
tournament on BC's team was
defensive standout Chip Reynolds.
Besides being a stalwart on defense,
he had 14 shots on goal with 11 connecting for a fantastic percentage
which helped lead the team to vie-

'

tory. Kevin Cronin and Matt

Lyness also triumphed offensively,
accounting for 10 and 8 goals
respectively during the tournament.
Continuing their winning streak,
the team demolished Westfield
State 20-8 after trailing 8-7 at halftime. BC proceeded to score 13
goals in the second half to win convincingly.
Over the course of the season,
there have been several standouts
besides those mentioned earlier.
Presently, two starters are injured
and Frank Bozich, a freshman not
starting at the beginning of the year,
has filled in competently. The
leading scorer for the team, Kevin
Cronin, has been credited with 21
goals and 19 assists for 40 points so
far this year.

A New Scoreboard? It Could Be
continuedfrom pageS-3

time for the first game.
What most potential sponsors for
the project have been doing is offering to put up all the money for the
job and bargaining for one or more
commercial spots per quarter on the
scoreboard. It is likely that these
advertising privileges would have to
be granted to the sponsor or sponsors for an agreed upon number of

Women's tennis team preparesfor match against Tufts.

years.

Over the weekend of Oct. 7 several members of the team played in the
Greater Boston Collegiate Tennis Tournament.The number one doubles
team of Coleen Ryan and Martina Nolan won the consolation match.
The Coach credits the win to their experienceplaying together. "It makes
them stronger. They pull nicely together as a team."
Also playing in the final of the consolation tournament at the Greater
Boston Collegiates was number one singles player Kathy Lynch. With a
4-3 record Kathy's play highlighted the team's last match against the
University of New Hampshire. In a two hour hard fought contest against
Pam Smith, Kathy won an exciting match.

Bill Flynn feels that the proposed tions to graduating students and
message screen would serve as art, their families at commencement
excellent communicator at all exercises.
Alumni Stadium events. It could
keep the fans better informed
The present scoreboard has done

about what is happening at football,
soccer, field hockey and lacrosse
games. It could serve as an information system to students and alumni
about upcoming school events.
Also, it could be used to make
announcements and give instruc-

an adequate jobfor 21 years. As Bill
Flynn says,"It has served us well."
But the scoreboard is now outmoded. The possibility of purchasing a new, modern scoreboard
without having to dip deeply into
BC funds seems very appealing.

[This Week In Sports
Men's Soccer

Wednesday vs. MIT
Alumni Stadium 7:30

Women's Field Hockey
Tuesday vs. Bentley

Women's Tennis
Mary
Tulane fumbles almost gave BC the win.
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New England Tournament
at Amherst College
________________
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